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Abstract

Impactful Design: from Microfluidic Devices for Modeling the Spine to Equipment for
Pandemic Relief

By

Jonathan Patrick McKinley

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Mechanical Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Grace D. O’Connell, Chair

Lower back pain is the leading cause of physical disability worldwide. In the United States,
annual costs associated with lower back pain exceed $100 billion, as 70%-80% of Americans
experience debilitating back pain at least once in their lifespan, limiting quality of life and
ability to work. Disc degeneration is a major incurable cause of back pain often brought on
or exacerbated by excessive loading of the spine. To enable the development of treatments
for disc degeneration, more physiological relevant models which include the harsh mechan-
ical environment of the human disc are needed. The dissertation research focused on the
Annulus-on-a-Chip (AoC) design, fabrication, and testing of primary cells experimentally
and computationally to replicate harsh strains in the annulus fibrosis of the human disc.
Strains proved to be controllable, multidirectional, and uniform with magnitudes ranging
from -10% in compression to 12% in tension in the axial, radial, and circumferential direc-
tions. The dissertation is the first of its kind to replicate complex mechanical loading on a
microscale. The Annulus-on-a-Chip was designed to be reconfigurable for other uses such as
the modeling of cardiovascular vessels, lymphatic vessels, and the cervix.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the dissertation includes design for pandemic response to
help rapidly address the inadequate supply of personal protective equipment (PPE). During
the pandemic, shortages of PPE in rural and low-income healthcare settings were thrust
into an international bidding war for N95 respirators due to global supply chain disruptions.
To extend stockpiles of N95 respirators, benchtop devices for treating N95 respirators with
Ultraviolet-C (UVC) germicidal light uniformly, rapidly, and inexpensively were developed
and tested. Design iterations improved user safety, efficacy, and process flow, resulting in a
set of open-source designs.

Finally, the lessons learned while targeting improvements to societal healthcare through engi-
neering design of the AoC and pandemic response devices led to the ideating, proposing, and
implementing of the College of Engineering Business Minor for Engineering PhDs. Intended
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to complement the strengths specific to PhDs at UC Berkeley, the Engineering Business
Minor was designed to significantly support the many students looking to make an impact
with their research.
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Chapter 1

Introducing the Load Bearing
Intervertebral Disc, Both Healthy and
Degenerated

The following chapter includes healthy and degenerated conditions for the intervertebral
discs from an anatomical, compositional, and cellular point of view. Emphasis is placed
on mechanical function of the spine, such as the bearing of static and dynamic load while
enabling flexibility along its length with the use of soft yet strong intervertebral discs between
the bony vertebral bodies. Injury, degeneration, back pain or a combination of all three
greatly impacts mechanical functioning of the spine which can result in lessened quality of
life.

1.1 The Rigid Yet Flexible Load Bearing Spine

Load Bearing Anatomy of the Intervertebral Disc

The spine is made up of alternating rigid vertebral bones and flexible intervertebral
discs (IVD) (see Fig. 1.1A). When supported by trunk muscles and ligaments, the spine
offers the rigidity and flexibility needed to bend and lift loads.[166] These loads in turn are
applied to the spine before being transferred to each bone-disc-bone segment. A disc under
compression from the bones results in a pressurized nucleus pulposus (NP) with a strained
annulus fibrosus (AF) (see Fig. 1.2A-B). Pressurization of the NP is due to the attraction of
water, while the AF strain comes from surrounding and containing the pressurized NP. Just
as the walls of a pressurized vessel or car tire undergo tensile circumferential strain or hoop
strains to counteract an internal pressure, the AF experiences tensile strains to counteract
the internal pressure of the hydrated NP.[232]

Disc hydration is lost steadily throughout the day, which results in a loss of disc height
and an increase in disc stiffness.[20] Hydration, height, and viscoelasticity is regained when
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sleeping horizontally due to the decrease in load on the spine. This natural diurnal cycle
illustrates the dependence of disc health on loading which can be described by magnitude,
frequency, and duration of strains as recorded with sensors on humans completing everyday
tasks.[181] While there is some loading that is beneficial for cell health and the movement
of nutrients, loading that is too great in magnitude, duration, or frequency can disrupt the
homeostasis of the disc (see Fig. 1.2C).

Figure 1.1: (a) The intervertebral disc provides structure support and mobility for the spine
(Image sourced from 3D Muscle Lab). Discs in the lumbar spine bear the greatest loads
compared to those in the thoracic or cervical spine, given their supporting position at the
base of the spine. (b) Degeneration of the disc can be seen with Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) as a loss of height and discoloration, graded in severity using the Pfirrmann Grading
Scale (images sourced from the Cornell Pain Clinic). (c) A degenerated disc losses its height,
but also losses its ability to withstand compressive loads properly. Load normally shared
by the NP is transferred entirely to the AF when NP pressure is lost. Like the walls of a
deflated tire, the AF experiences changes in load (shown with red arrows) from tension to
compression when pressure is lost as degeneration progresses.[232]
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Composition

The IVD has tissue gradients in the radial direction with respect to the NP in the center
(see Fig. 1.2A). While the NP is largely uniform, cell density, cell phenotype, collagen
concentrations and mechanics all differ between the NP, inner AF and outer AF. Aligned,
in long organized fibers, more collagen type I is present in the outer AF than the inner, and
vice versa for collagen II and proteoglycans (GAGs).[54] Composition dictates load bearing
capabilities. The highly negatively charged polar GAGs attract and hold water, which is
effective at resisting compression when confined by the AF. The fibrous bundles of collagen
in the AF, meanwhile, are most effective at withstanding tensile loads as if part of a tendon.
One tissue type is ineffective alone. Instead, the combination of tissue types with a gradient
of material properties in between is needed to provide both loading and flexibility.

Cellular/Biochemical

Blood vessels in the IVD are limited to the outer edges or periphery of the AF where cel-
lularity is greatest.[67, 138] With limited blood supply to the IVD, acidity and osmolarity is
high and nutrients are low which results in a harsh cellular environment.[220] The presence
of loading changes the availability of water and large molecules by moving the molecules
through the disc by way of convection.[2] Strains on a tissue can change the flow of wa-
ter and nutrients available to these cells because cyclic compression and relaxation on the
surrounding tissue forces fluid flow, an alternative to vasculature.[52] By way of convection
and diffusion, metabolic byproducts and nutrients are transported depending on concen-
tration and molecule size (glucose, oxygen, sulfate, and lactate can diffuse).[138] IVD cells
also respond favorably to loads transferred directly to the cell.[102, 145] In the NP, cells are
rounded and chondrocyte-like under hydrostatic pressure. The outer AF cells are elongated
and fibroblast-like, given matrix bound adhesion sites tethered to F-actin filaments for load
transfer. In between, a gradient of loading as well as cell aspect ratio is present.[24]

Intervertebral Disc Degeneration

The lumbar spine rather than the thoracic or cervical is chosen for further discussion
given both its risk of failure due to high loads combined with a large range of motion and its
impact on quality of life. Degeneration can be brought on in several ways due to multifactorial
etiology which includes both genetics and lifestyle. In one documented population, rowers,
the link between loading and degeneration in the lumbar spine is clear.[226]

Anatomy

Higher static and cyclic loads from injured disc tissue, excessive body weight or strenuous
exercise, increase loading on the disc. These loads can far exceed intradiscal hydrostatic
pressure, leading to unrecoverable lose in fluid and in disc height. Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) can determine levels of degeneration using the Pfirrmann grading system by
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comparing disc height and disc composition (see 1.1B). Lost internal NP pressure can be seen
on the images as if the air was let out of a tire. Without intradiscal water acting as a shock
absorber responsible for sharing some load, the disc becomes stiffer, and the extracellular
matrix and cells take on more load. Even though the tissues are made for tension, the AF
must withstand the compressive loads previously shared by the NP (see 1.1C). In addition
to a change from tension to compression, strain magnitudes can more than double in the
presence of tears associated with degeneration. With the increase in strain magnitude as
well as the change in strain state, degeneration in the AF can lead to further degeneration.
This positive feedback loop of degeneration known as a cascade acts not only mechanically
in the case of annular tears that can lead to more annular tears, but also acts biochemically
as seen in the presence of inflammation.

Much like diurnal loading, degeneration can lead to lost disc height. It can also lead
to or be caused by rupture, stiffening, and cell death. Hyperphysiological or overloading
with respect to magnitude, frequency, or duration can alter the anabolic/catabolic balance
important for homeostasis. The disc cellular environment becomes even harsher mechanically
and chemically.

Composition

Layers of the AF once bound by collagen and elastin become loose and disorganized.[50]
Disc mechanics become stiffer with an NP that behaves more like a solid instead of a vis-
coelastic material, resulting in higher stresses on cells throughout for a given strain. The
permeable endplates calcify, limiting the flow of nutrients from the vertebral body.

Cellular/Biochemical

The AF relies on a healthy NP for the movement of nutrients. A disrupted NP can limit
the flow of water and nutrients necessary for cell health. As a result, a more neutral pH is no
longer maintained (7.1-7.4 pH instead of 6.2-6.5 pH with degeneration).[72] The availability
of oxygen can also be compromised because overloading can reduce oxygen diffusivity through
the AF. Cellularity therefore greatly depends on level of degeneration.[215] When the disc
is torn from overloading, blood vessels can penetrate deeper. The normally isolated disc is
suddenly exposed to the immune and nervous systems, which then provide macrophages and
neutrophils, resulting in inflammation and innervation.

1.2 Conventional Mechanically Active Models for the

Healthy and Degenerated Intervertebral Discs in

the Spine

From whole organisms, to tissues, to cells, conventional models of the disc that are
mechanically active span multiple scales.
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Figure 1.2: (a) The intervertebral disc is made up of the nucleus pulposus (NP) and the
annulus fibrosus (AF). Cell type, morphology, and density are different between the NP and
AF.[132] (b) Like the jelly in a filled donut, the NP fills the interior of the AF. Meanwhile,
the AF surrounds the NP with layers like those of an onion.[196] (c) Degeneration is brought
on by numerous factors including genetics, aging, habits (e.g., smoking), and injury (e.g.,
change in load). Degeneration is marked by decreased nutrient availability, tissue structural
changes, inflammation, and innervation which contributes to cell death, immune response,
and back pain. A cascade occurs when cell death, immune response, and back pain lead to
further changes in degeneration.[18]

Animal Models for Disc

Pre-clinical assessment of biological therapeutics heavily rely on small animal models
like mice or rats which are readily available and can be modified with knock-out or surgical
techniques to replicate degeneration.[76, 103, 77, 147] These small animal models can also
replicate loading on the disc using exercise, external loading devices, or surgical modifications
such as with the bipedal mouse model.[51, 129] However, translatability is limited, findings
from small animal models do not translate well to humans in general but especially in the disc
due to differences in biomechanics and disc cell type. Of the therapeutics tested successfully
in small animals, 88% go on to fail clinical trials in humans, which further drives up the
cost of therapeutics that reach market approval ($2.9 Billion).[55] As a result of high failure
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rates, therapeutic development is risky and time-consuming with some drugs requiring more
than a decade of research with costly and ethically concerning large non-human primates
such as bonobos. In response, animal models for studying therapeutics are being reduced,
refined, and replaced by alternatives.

Mechanically Active Tissue Culture or Macro-Bioreactors

One such alternative is a macro-bioreactor capable of maintaining whole disc resected
from cadavers. Rather than use the entire organism, the disc can be resected and isolated
for culture to gain control over applied stimulus as well as biomechanical and biochemical
testing.[84] Resected tissue can include partial or whole organs that are kept viable in me-
dia for weeks to months.[169] While there are disadvantages of isolating a tissue or a cell
population from the whole organism and interactions with the cardiovascular and nervous
systems, the isolation can make it possible to ask more direct scientific questions about the
function or structure of the disc as a whole or about specific tissue within the disc such as
the AF.[192] By placing human tissue in these macro-bioreactors, physiological relevance is
improved with the necessary cell type (recreates spontaneous degeneration) and human-like
biomechanical loading. The presence of human cells allows for spontaneous degeneration, a
cellular attribute critical to the pathology of disc degeneration that is unique to humans and
few other animal models.[128] The human-like or physiologically relevant loading is impor-
tant in the disc for maintaining cellular and tissue homeostasis which is key to enabling long
term cell culture. Discussion of mechanically active tissue culturing or macro-bioreactors will
continue in Chapter 2. Rather than expanding cells for clinical use, bioreactors discussed
include models of healthy and pathological tissues.

Mechanically Active Cell Culture or 2D Stretch Culture

After harvesting cells from the disc, healthy or degenerated cells can be studied by grow-
ing them in monolayers on hard or soft substrates. Soft substrates are advantageous for disc
modeling because they can be stretched, which applies uniaxial or biaxial strain to adhered
cells (Flexcell).[43, 121, 176, 203, 71] In this configuration, the cells can be chemically stim-
ulated by additions to the media bath such as cytokines or other degenerative additives.
While these cells can be mechanically and chemically stimulated and studied in highly con-
trollable ways, the physiological relevance is limited with the two-dimensionality of the cell
monolayers. Differences in cell behavior and morphology of 2D cell layers compared to disc
cells in 3D in vivo tissue are detailed in the coming chapter.
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1.3 Next Generation Mechanically Active Cell

Culture Models Including Micro-Bioreactors

By using human cells in highly controllable micro-scaled 3D tissue constructs, organ-
chips, also known as microphysiological systems or micro-bioreactors, have shown the poten-
tial to revolutionize the benchtop-to-bedside process of pharmaceutical treatment discovery,
development, and approval.[62] These devices that are manufactured with computer chip
processes, can be tailored to study disease progression, drug dosing, and treatment efficacy
or to be used to pick drug targets or to inform clinical trial design for a range of tissue types
and associated diseases.[130] However, the untreatable disc degeneration behind the leading
cause of years lived with disability (YLD), lower back pain, is yet to be modeled fully on
a micro-physiological system.[95, 135, 190, 86] In order to increase the drug discovery for
disc degeneration of the intervertebral disc, better models are needed that can match the
unique mechanical activity, composition, and cell type of the disc. Most microphysiological
systems (organ-chips) could match disc composition and cell type. A mechanically activated
microphysiological system or micro-bioreactor is also needed to match mechanical activity.
A micro-bioreactor capable of mimicking the disc could be crucial in eliciting predictable in
vitro catabolic and anabolic responses characteristic of disc degeneration specific to humans.
These upgrades to conventional animal or conventional cell culture models could further
enable drug discovery and development. Resulting therapeutics could provide the first non-
invasive early-response treatment to answer the growth in back pain. Additionally, devices
designed for application in the disc can be impactful when adapted for other tissues in the
body such as tendon, ligaments, and the cervix.

1.4 Objectives and Scope of the Dissertation

This dissertation is focused on impactful design. Included in the next two chapters
are the necessary information for the design and development of the first micro-bioreactor
for the spine, called the Annulus-on-a-Chip. Chapter 4 is dedicated to novel designs and
development of devices to extend personal protective equipment (PPE) stockpiles in the
pandemic. Both examples target a major societal problem.

Chapter 2: State-of-the-art Review of Complex Loading Devices
with Application in Modeling the Disc

A non-systematic literature review was conducted across multiple fields in order to iden-
tify devices and their design elements that could be adapted for use in modeling the disc
at several scales. After identifying conditions for complex loading throughout the body,
micro- and macro-bioreactors capable of applying these complex loads were identified in
peer-reviewed literature (patent databases were not included). While macro-bioreactor
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were included for reference, emphasis was placed on the smaller, more customizable micro-
bioreactors given their higher potential impact on treatments for disc degeneration and back
pain outlined above. Micro-bioreactor devices related to intervertebral discs, cardiovascular
tissue, and articular cartilage were all included given the possibility for sharing design ele-
ments. Challenges of implementing both micro- and macro-bioreactor systems were detailed
to enable a designer or researcher to arrive at the optimum scale for modeling the disc for
their purposes. Future device concepts were included with particular relevance to the disc,
such as the incorporation of active driven membranes instead of the current use of passive
membranes, fast actuation mechanisms to replicate trauma conditions in the disc, and mul-
ticell models to replicate degenerative conditions with the presence of immune and nervous
system responses. Ultimately, the review supports the need and proves the novelty of the
micro-bioreactor Annulus-on-a-Chip (AoC) presented in Chapter 3.

Chapter 3: Design and Development of the Annulus-on-a-chip, a
First of its Kind Micro-bioreactor)

The AoC designed to replicate complex strains felt by soft tissue in the spine was both
modeled and manufactured as part of the development of the patentable way of applying
complex strain. While mechanical stimulus is derived from human spine data, other an-
imal models are considered. Although there exists an interplay between various types of
stimuli in regard to spine health, other forms of stimuli such as chemical or electrical are
excluded from consideration to isolate the effects of mechanical stimuli. The development
of patentable device for applying complex strains is not dependent on cellular work. How-
ever, a complete microphysiological system is made up of the device itself in combination
with the cellular interface, whether a biocompatible surface or matrix. Instead of developing
the device and the cell-device interface in parallel, the device mechanics were determined
before the cell-device interface was studied separately, so as it eliminate a host of additional
variables that come with a new device design. As a result of this split approach, cell-device
interface was developed into a separate chapter in which cellular response to soft substrates
are investigated, typical of most microphysiological systems.

Chapter 4: Rapid Impactful Design to Protect Healthcare
Workers with Limited Supplies of Personal Protective Equipment
in a Pandemic

The COVID-19 pandemic relief design and engineering led to the development of the UVC
Blaster over six iterations. To meet the needs of healthcare workers in rural hospital settings,
each iteration included changes due to availability of parts, manufacturability, fail-safety, and
reproducibility. While the other aspects of the UVC Blaster design are included, fail-safety
and reproducibility are the focus. Biological work to determine the efficacy of the UVC
Blaster was limited due to limited access to necessary SARS-CoV-2 model viruses. Instead
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of determining the direct effectiveness of the device on the transmission of COVID-19 on
PPE, the indirect effectiveness of the design on SARS-CoV-2 is determined by measuring the
reproducibility of UVC light at the most germicidal wavelength throughout the device and on
all PPE surfaces. All aspects of the design were based on guidelines by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) at the time. CDC guidelines shifted from week to week,
ultimately settling on more stringent criteria which eliminated the use of the UVC Blaster
for purposes of decontamination as determined by a germicidal effectiveness measured. While
future designs would incorporate a higher germicidal effectiveness, the effectiveness standard
of the UVC Blaster was balanced between speed of manufacturing/deployment and sufficient
effectiveness based on the CDC guidelines of late Spring 2020. The design of the UVC Blaster
was also dependent on the assumption that the use of the device would change depending on
PPE materials or personal objects that needed to be treated. The UVC Blaster designs were
developed in California and flown to New England, where supplies and new methodologies
were most needed.

Chapter 5: Conclusions and Outlook
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Chapter 2

State-of-the-Art Review of Complex
Loading Devices for Modeling the
Disc

This is my review aimed at informing present and future designs of disc specific models
capable of replicating physiologically relevant complex loading. Device examples applying
complex loading to other tissues such as cardiovascular tissue and articular cartilage were
included to increase the knowledge base for work in the spine. Macro-bioreactors were in-
cluded, however, emphasis was placed on the smaller more customizable micro-bioreactors
given their greater potential to lead to treatments for disc degeneration and back pain out-
lined in Chapter 1. Micro-bioreactor devices related to intervertebral discs, cardiovascular
tissue, and articular cartilage were all included given the possibility to share design elements.
Upon completion of the review, the novelty and need for the Annulus-on-a-Chip (AoC), a
micro-bioreactor device designed to apply the complex loading necessary for modeling the
disc, was confirmed.

2.1 Introduction

Osteoarthritis and lower back pain are the leading causes for physical disability worldwide.
In the United States, annual costs associated with lower back pain are greater than $100
billion, as 70%-80% of Americans experience debilitating back pain at least once in their
lifespan, limiting quality of life and ability to work.[183, 236, 228, 111] Causes for lower
back pain are multifactorial and include risk factors such as smoking tobacco, obesity, fat
infiltration of muscles, facet degeneration, and disc degeneration.[70, 245, 211, 120, 110]
While most occurrences of lower back pain goes undiagnosed, a definitive diagnosis for painful
disc degeneration was found in nearly 40% of lower back pain patients.[190, 167] Since not all
are symptomatic, the patient population with lumbar disc degeneration in general is much
larger especially in an elderly population (near 70-75% degeneration).[212] Disc degeneration
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is not only associated with age and back pain but also genetics, diabetes, smoking tobacco,
obesity, and occupational tasks resulting in excessive loading on the spine. [172, 9, 143,
6] Compared to the general population, rowers are five times more likely to have a form
of lumbar disc degeneration due to the repetitive high loads on the disc in a fully flexed
position.[49, 89, 177]

The disc is made up of the annulus fibrosus (AF) which is a highly organized multi-
layered fiber-reinforced tissue made up of type I collagen that surrounds and supports a
gelatinous nucleus pulposus (NP) composed of type II collagen.[232, 242] When healthy,
the intervertebral disc provides flexibility and structural support to withstand loads in the
face of dynamic axial compression, torsion, bending, and extension during daily activities.
As loads are applied to the disc, the AF acts like the thick walls of a pressurized vessel
as embedded fibers are engaged by hoop stresses to contain the NP.[33] Axial loads on the
organ translate through the tissue to become multiaxial or complex loads at the cellular level
(see Fig. 2.1). Fully confined by the AF, the pressurization of the NP offers load support to
the spinal column and uniform load transfer back to the AF. However, when pressurization
is reduced in the case of internal disc disruption and other forms of degeneration, the AF
shares more of the load which can lead to bulging of the disc, nerve impingement, and the
narrowing of the nearby spinal canal (i.e., spinal stenosis).[131, 110, 234, 153, 156] Loads from
daily activities are already considered harsh or complex as they can far exceed body weight,
are multiaxial, are highly dynamic and are dictated by anisotropic material behavior.[180,
193] With degeneration, the harsh environment only worsens. Progression of degeneration
increases loads and changes loading type across the AF, which furthers degeneration in a
cascade.[205, 232]

Loading type and magnitude play a role in the catabolic/anabolic balance in cell response.
Low dynamic loads or physiological loads can create a net anabolic effect, however, overload-
ing or static prolonged loading (> 24 hours) on human cells especially in dehydrated discs
can lead to a catabolic response.[222, 223] When healthy, homeostasis is achieved when cells
express extracellular matrix catabolic proteins such as collagen I, collagen II, glycosamino-
glycan (GAG), aggrecan and others that provide structure and attract water critical for
maintaining disc pressure and nutrient/metabolite diffusion. However, in addition to pro-
gressively worsening biomechanical loading, disc degeneration also leads to a cascade of wors-
ening cell health. A decline in anabolic cellular function marked by inflammatory/catabolic
response leads to further cell death.[69] In this state, senescent cells associated with aging
or degeneration, accumulate and secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines and contribute to the
cascade by creating senescence in neighboring cells.[58]

There has been growing interest in minimally invasive biological strategies to treat symp-
tomatic disc degeneration, including molecular therapies for reprogramming the catabolic
disc environment, gene therapies (Mesenchymal Stem Cell-targeted Senescence inhibitors),
cell-based therapies (anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive autologous mesenchymal
stem cells), and injectable biomaterials.[107, 127, 238, 186, 222, 188] However, clinical uses
of these approaches have been limited. Currently, only one biological treatment strategy has
been approved by the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) where full-thickness articular
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cartilage defects in the knee are replaced with autologous cellularized collagen scaffolds.[30]
Development of more effective and less invasive biological treatment strategies for the

disc has proven more challenging without better tests for efficacy. Existing in vitro tests for
treatment development have poor predictive value and species-dependent differences (e.g.,
presence of regenerative notochordal cells) mean that existing in vivo models or animal
models have limited translational value to clinical observations.[127, 136] Furthermore, the
larger size of human discs compared to animal models results in a harsher mechanical and
chemical environment with worse nutrient transport which could limit the lifespan of any
injected cells.[168] Any treatment, whether an injected biomaterial or a gene edited stem
cell, needs to overcome this harsh environment. To do so, bioreactors for disease modeling,
drug screening, tissue regeneration, or for basic mechanobiology are needed for relevant and
accurate testing in these harsh conditions.[10, 187]

Cells in healthy AF and NP tissues are exposed to hypoxic conditions, hyperosmotic
stresses, complex mechanical loads, and deficiencies in nutrient delivery and waste removal.
[127] Replicating the harsh microenvironment, including acidity, abnormal loading, and in-
flammation, is critical for assessing potential biological repair strategies to treat early to
moderate disc degeneration.[207, 151] While each aspect of the microenvironment is im-
portant for cell health and the degenerative process, this review will focus on bioreactor
platforms used to replicate the complex mechanical microenvironment, since altering non-
mechanical or physicochemical cues (e.g., osmotic loading, oxygen, nutrients, inflammatory
compounds, pH) can be done more simply by altering the culture media or altering condi-
tions in the incubator.[149, 79] The bioreactors in this review have been categorized into
macro- and micro-bioreactors to cover complex loading with application in the disc from a
multiscale perspective. Macro-bioreactors or ex vivo organ culture models refer to whole
disc culture, whereas micro-bioreactors or ex vivo cell culture models reference mechanically
active microphysiological systems or organ-chips with harvested cells embedded in 3D gels
to enable complex loading. Several expert reviews highlight animal disc models and their
comparison to micro- and macro-bioreactors.[210]

This review focuses on complex mechanical activity in both micro- and macro-bioreactors
with direct application or future application to the disc. Benefits and challenges with disc
related micro- and macro-bioreactors are presented to inform future design of a novel device
to test disc therapies.

2.2 Review Methods

A non-systematic literature review was conducted across multiple fields in order to iden-
tify designs elements that could be adapted for use in modeling the disc, specifically the
AF. Micro- and macro-bioreactors were sampled from peer-reviewed literature only. Patents
were not included.
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Figure 2.1: This figure demonstrates multiscale loading in the disc. Compressive forces
applied at the organ-level results in complex stresses throughout the NP and AF (e.g.,
radial and circumferential tensile stress), which is experienced by embedded cells. In the
healthy disc, the AF experiences both direct axial compression and tensile stresses due to
internal pressure from the NP. Despite off-axis loading from supporting trunk muscles while
performing daily activities like bending. Two-sided arrows indicate that diurnal loading is
often cyclic.

2.3 Identified Conditions for Complex Loading

Disc mechanics can be measured at the organ (global level) or tissue scale but needs to
be calculated at the cellular or local level using mathematical models (e.g., finite element
modeling) or measured with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).[246, 156] Both micro- and
macro-bioreactors offer multiaxial loading with many degrees of freedom to apply complex
loads to cells. Mechanical activity at the microscale is referred to as micromechanics, that
is, mechanical activity on a small population of cells embedded in a matrix. While this
manuscript covers multiscale loading, from loads at the organ scale (e.g., bone-disc-bone
motion segment) transferred to the cellular level, it does not cover loads on and within a
single cell for brevity and focus. Thus, microfluidics for single-cell manipulation were not
included.[98]

Local collagen fiber orientation and matrix composition comprising the extracellular en-
vironment mediates load transfer and cell phenotype. Similar to the fibroblasts in tendons,
AF cells take on spindle-like shapes and orient along load paths in the direction of highly
aligned collagen fibers.[216] NP cells have a rounded morphology due to large hydrostatic
pressures applied during diurnal loading and a lack of collagen fibers.[233] In vitro studies
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have shown that cell phenotype can be altered through mechanical forces which are dictated
by the mechanical properties of the surrounding tissue.[118, 219] For example, Work by Bon-
nevie and coworkers showed that AF cells in rabbits lose spindle-like morphology as they
spread and initiate disease progression when prestrain and fiber alignment in the AF is lost
because of an injury.[19]

In addition to transferring load, physiologically relevant 3D gels (i.e., engineered matrix)
also attract interstitial water, which provides a realistic alternative to the media bath in
2D. Interstitial water (70%-80% of the disc by weight) removes waste and provides nutrients
with hydrostatic forces and osmotic pressure gradients. [101, 78] While the disc is healthy,
interstitial fluids attracted by the extracellular matrix share compressive loads on the disc at
short time scales by way of hydrostatic pressure. When the extracellular matrices of tissues
are properly replicated, mechanical load stimulates cells in multiple ways: directly by way
of matrix compression and indirectly through fluid movement. Thus, the very presence of a
3D gel which enables interstitial fluid further complicates loading.

Osmolarity also contributes to the micromechanical loading condition, and work by
Wuertz and coworkers showed that osmotic loading even has a greater effect on gene ex-
pression than mechanical loading.[237, 193] Fluid uptake by the disc is impacted by the sur-
rounding osmotic environment, where hyperosmotic conditions results in lower fluid uptake
and an increase in the effective stiffness of the disc joint.[15] Furthermore, the surrounding
osmotic environment has been shown to alter fluid uptake by the cell, altering cell mem-
brane stiffness, and altering subsequent tissue production. Healthy NP cells embedded in an
agarose hydrogel had greater glycosaminoglycan (GAG) production and thereby improving
mechanical properties when cultured in hyper-osmotic conditions.[154, 179, 185] However,
dynamic loading also induces fluid movement into and out of the disc, with diurnal loading
contributing to fluctuations in water composition up to 25%, which also causes changes in
the osmotic microenvironment of disc cells.[163, 105]

Much of the mechanobiological research has been limited to studying the effects of strain
magnitude or frequency on 2D cell culture bioreactors (referred to as ’2D stretch culture’ in
this paper). These 2D cell cultures use elastic membranes as substrates and do not replicate
physiological loading for several reasons. First, nearly all applied strain is directly transferred
from the 2D substrate to the cells (80% Strain Transfer Ratio (STR)), whereas cells in vivo
(30-65% STR) and in engineered gels experience a much smaller fraction (50% STR for chon-
drocytes in alginate gels) due to strain attenuation from the surrounding matrix.[73, 117, 85]
While a researcher could apply a lower magnitude strain on the 2D substrate to make up the
difference in strain transfer the cells would still exhibit counter-intuitive behavior and would
produce less matrix. Fibroblasts loaded on a 2D substrate in vitro aligned perpendicular to
the loading direction, whereas cells in a 3D gel aligned in parallel as expected in vivo.[39] In
addition, Gruber et al. showed that human AF cells in 3D gels led to more disc-like matrix
production (i.e., collagen I and II) than in 2D culture.[81]

Finally, cells themselves apply forces on microenvironments which have been shown
to align fibers, change cell morphology, and compact engineered tissues. While this self-
assembled loading is an example of complex loading, it is not included as a bioreactor ex-
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ample, but rather as a reference for bioreactor design. When embedded in 3D collagen gels
shaped like rings about a rigid core (collagen gel contraction assay) cell-mediated gel con-
traction aligns and elongates the cells and rearranges the collagen to make a more dense ring
structure (reduction of area = 80%) with circumferential collagen fibrils.[244, 22] Both the
boundary conditions and the presence of fibers is an important element of bioreactor design
that directs cell loading in a distributed manner that would be difficult to apply externally.
Prearranged fibers acting as cell substrates can also be used in bioreactor design to alter
cell orientation and expression of collagen-I in the case of fibroblasts on fibers with large
diameters.[59, 248, 141]

Bioreactors for Comparing Simple and Complex Loading

Many bioreactor studies rely on conventional 2D uniaxial loading conditions, where strain
magnitude and frequency are altered. Few studies have evaluated differences between sin-
gle and multi-loading modalities (e.g., combinations of tension, compression, and/or shear)
on cell response and tissue production. Studies that decouple complex mechanical stimuli
into its simple components help identify benefits of complex loading with respect to tissue
components with relevance to health and integrity, such as GAG content. In the follow-
ing subsections, we compare simple loading (uniaxial tension) to more complex, multi-axial
loading devices in cardiovascular and articular cartilage research to gain insights that can
further the disc community in its ability to model complex systems. We specifically looked
at these two research areas because cardiovascular vessels can be disc-like with their thick
walls which experience cyclic tensile and other strains due to internal pressure, similar to
the AF under compression. Furthermore, like the disc, articular cartilage experiences large
compressive and shear forces during daily loading. The studies discussed below evaluated
loading modalities independently before combining them to assess the impacts from the re-
sulting complex loads. These studies use the simple loading conditions as the control instead
of the typical static control.

Intervertebral Disc Bioreactors

The osmotic environment in the disc is greater and fluctuates more than most tissues
in the body.[243] Change in osmolarity, a form of loading due to the forces on cells from
swelling, is known to have a large effect on disc gene expression and protein production.[154]
The less studied combined effects of osmolarity and mechanical load can be modeled with a
custom bioreactor comprised of disc cells seeded in a collagen type I scaffold that can vary
osmolarity and control load by way of hydrostatic pressure (0.25 MPa, 0.1 Hz) or cyclic
tension (4%, 1Hz).[237] Effects of loading with or without osmotic pressure is studied with
respect to aggrecan (i.e., GAG) and collagen II given their importance in attracting water
necessary for maintaining osmolarity, nutrient diffusion, structure, and function in the NP
as well as the inner AF. Collagen I is also studied, given its load bearing importance in
the AF. When osmolarity increased from hypo (300 milliosmoles) to hyperosmolarity (500
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milliosmoles) for annulus fibrosus cells, there was more than a three-fold increase in collagen
II mRNA and nearly a three-fold increase in aggrecan mRNA. Meanwhile, loading on its own
effected collagen II mRNA and aggrecan, but to a much lesser extent. When hyperosmolarity
and mechanical loading were combined, Wuertz et al. showed a surprising 20% decrease in
human cell collagen I mRNA.[237] The interplay between osmolarity and mechanical loading
therefore needs to be considered along with other physiochemical microenvironmental factors
when modeling physiologically relevant mechanically active tissues.[149]

Cardiovascular Bioreactors

Even though discs are for the most part avascular, vascular tissue engineering can provide
examples of complex loading that share similarities with loads in the disc.[88] Due to blood
flow and fluctuating blood pressure, cells in blood vessel walls withstand multi-directional
cyclic strains (axial, circumferential, and radial) combined with shear.[96] These combined
forces can be modeled in both macro or micro-bioreactors.[200, 83] A macro-bioreactor for
vascular scaffolds which decouples and independently controls shear stress and strain showed
that combined loading had a more anabolic synergistic effect on tissue regeneration and
inflammation than without.[113] In addition, a custom macro-bioreactor with independent
control over fluid-induced shear stress and mechanical strain demonstrated that mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) produced 75% more collagen when combined complex loads were applied
to heart valve scaffolds instead of simple loads.[61]

Articular Cartilage Bioreactors

Articulating joints can provide additional insights into the comparison between complex
loads and simple ones. Bioreactors have been used for maintaining native cartilage tissue
composition and mechanical integrity and for improved de novo tissue production.[194] Much
like the disc, GAGs are important components of articular cartilage, along with collagen.
Axial compression is the primary loading condition used for cartilage bioreactors; however,
loading that combines compression and shear better replicates repeated loading and sliding
experienced while walking or articulating the knee and hip joint.[235, 45] Applying 10%
compression strain and 1% shear strain (at 1 Hz for both) simultaneously to engineered
cartilage 3D gels resulted in 50% more GAG production, compared to compression alone
(collagen production and cell alignment was not analyzed).[170]

The presence of interstitial fluids in 3D gels and in vivo tissues alter cell response in the
presence of loading, or bulk tissue strain. The application of bulk tissue strain deforms the
matrix and increases fluid pressure gradients, interstitial fluid flow, and fluid-induced shear
which can stimulate GAG production in chondrocytes.[202] To study only the effects of ma-
trix deformation on cells shear strain was applied to minimize interstitial fluid movement.[68]
Shear strain (1-3% at 0.01-1.0 Hz) without the interstitial fluid flow resulted in 50% more
protein synthesis and 25% more GAGs in bovine collagen explants from the knee.[104]
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Figure 2.2: Mechanically active bioreactors were categorized as macro-bioreactors that cul-
ture entire organs to maintain disc integrity or micro-bioreactors that culture disc cells for
tissue engineering. Grey arrows indicate either applied loads, displacements, or strains of
known magnitude, direction, and frequency. Blue arrows indicate unknown strains that need
to be measured or calculated.

Another articular cartilage bioreactor used a mass (100g) dropped at a height (10 cm) to
model injury and the onset of osteoarthritis in response to trauma. The impact was stud-
ied with changes in osmolarity or cell volume. Swollen chondrocytes due to hypo-osmotic
conditions were more prone to injury/death as measured by a cell injury marker (lactate de-
hydrogenase) and a cell viability test. Meanwhile, increased osmolarity lead to cell shrinkage,
resulting in protection from injury/death.[26]

2.4 Macro-Bioreactor or Whole Organ ex vivo

Systems

Adopted from loaded cell scaffold models, three-dimensional ex vivo organ culture models
have been used to approximate the loads on the human spine from daily activity by housing
large animal discs within reservoirs of media and applying force by way of mechanical testing
devices (see the lower half of Fig 2.2).[3] By removing the entire disc from a cadaver and
placing it in a mechanically active bioreactor, more control is gained over the mechanical
stimulus. With macro-bioreactors, loads can be programmed instead of being based on
animal behavior in live animal models. Discs can be used from most species, including
human. Alternatively, samples can be engineered to be disc-like constructs using ex vivo
cells in an artificial scaffold to achieve self-assembled tissue.[3] When provided the right
mechanical signal, cells self-assemble their extracellular matrix, organize tissue structure,
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increase strength all while restoring cell phenotype or furthering differentiation of MSCs for
tissue engineered constructs by increasing cartilage-like gene expression.[213]

No matter the sample, applied loads are typically limited to only uniaxial unconfined
compression on the disc, however, when uniaxial strain is applied to a tissue with anisotropic
properties and spatial heterogeneity, complex loading occurs at the micromechanical level
on the cell. Uniaxial compression was applied statically until 2009 when cyclic loading was
applied to ovine discs with intact endplates subjected to malnourishment for upwards of 21
days.[108] A deficient glucose supply led to a decrease in cell viability by more than half,
suggesting proper media in addition to cyclic loading is needed for sustained disc culture, at
least when the endplates remain intact.

Torsion was added in addition to and in combination with cyclic compression in 2013.
Cell viability was maintained above 70% with all loading regimes. However, a strong upreg-
ulation of matrix genes and matrix remodeling genes in the most complex loading regime
(combined cyclic compression with cyclic torsion) was observed in addition to a change in
cell morphology within the NP.[35]

By 2016, additional degrees of freedom were added to a bioreactor to mimic bilateral
bending with compression. Cell viability improved over 14 days of culture relative to the
unloaded disc. [11] While removal of the bony endplates allows for nutrient flow and limits
blood clotting possible in the endplate, devices that apply the most complex loading leave
the bony endplates for better load transfer. [34] In these examples, endplates are potted
with a polymer which complicates nutrient transport.

Challenges of Macro-bioreactors

Macro-bioreactors require whole cadaveric human discs. While discs from other species
can offer similar biomechanics as human discs, their cellular response deviates with respect to
disc pathologies, including the lack of spontaneous disc degeneration.[157, 51] To eliminate
the need for whole cadaveric discs, more available human cells could be harvested from
patient biopsies before placement in scaffolds. However, without the precise and localized
flow of media provided by micro-bioreactors, cell viability can be harmed by poor nutrient
transport through macro-sized scaffolds.[37] To maintain cell viability for cellular or cadaveric
studies, macro-bioreactors require external heating and gas regulation given a typical size
too large for conventional incubators.

In order to achieve proper fixation between the mechanical testing device and the bone
to apply the most complex loading types beyond just compression, end plates are carved
and potted in hard polymer which forms an artificial endplate.[191] As a result, the healthy
nutrient flow through the endplate and into the NP and inner AF is disrupted as if there was
endplate calcification as seen in advanced degenerated discs.[99] Without access to capillary
beds in the endplates of adjacent vertebral bodies for nutrient and metabolite exchange by
way of diffusion (small molecules) and mechanically driven convection (large molecules) the
disc is starved of nutrients.[220, 140] To mimic fluid exchange seen in vivo, plattens from the
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testing equipment and potted sections from the disc can be made porous for partial nutrient
diffusion, however, cellular conditions remain disadvantageous.

Meanwhile, a static reservoir of cell media in the bioreactor maintains tissue health and
enables the administration of drugs. Of concern when stimulating whole discs is the free
swelling of the tissue from changes in osmolarity that occurs outside the spine, which can
alter load transfer from the disc to the cells and can change biochemical response including
GAG stimulus.[97] This free swelling can be addressed with precise control of annulus fibrosus
hydration for accurate physiological mechanics and composition including osmolarity.[231]

While the whole disc provides the most physiologically relevant modeling as far as tissue
structure and function, the study of cell response is limited to post test analysis such as
histology and gene expression instead of monitoring the cell response throughout the test.
Without monitoring, the macro-bioreactor tests tend to run much longer, which can lead to
higher risks in contamination and results in lower overall throughput.

2.5 Micro-bioreactors or Mechanically Active

Microphysiological Systems (Organ-chips)

Micro-bioreactors commonly known as mechanically active microphysiological systems
or organ-chips offer more control over nutrient flow, drug delivery and applied strains than
conventional cell stretch culture or macro-bioreactor whole organ culture (see the upper half
of Fig. 2.2).[65] Micro-bioreactors have micron-sized manufactured structures or channels
that can house cells or that can act like capillaries to deliver fluids with precision. In addition,
these micro-bioreactors can control microenvironments or micromechanics while providing
real-time monitoring with the possibility of single cell resolution. Control can mean precise
programmable control of substrate mechanics, fluid forces, or both at the single cellular level.

Organ-chips have multiple use cases from 1) drug discovery, 2) drug dosing/toxicology, to
3) studying the biology of disease, which includes biological mechanisms and related patient
specificities that can’t be modeled with a mouse. Studying the biology of disease is the first
use case which establishes the organ-chip design, dosing and toxicology come later. However,
later organ-chip uses like dosing and toxicology are important to keep in mind as they can
influence design requirements such as testing throughput.

Rather than use the entire organ, only the most relevant tissue and its functional response
are recapitulated.[119] The chosen tissue to model is dependent on the scientific objective at
hand, such as the recapitulation of complex diseases like disc degeneration or the mimicry of
clinical outcomes with respect to drug efficacy/toxicity.[122]) Functional responses in the disc
that are important to recapitulate include spontaneous degeneration, inflammatory response,
and tissue remodeling in the presence of complex loading. To recapitulate these responses,
a device complete with a chamber of cells (10-1000 cell count) within sight of a microscope
that can withstand complex loading and deliver media or therapeutics is needed.[241, 78]
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High Quality Visual, Chemical, and Mechanical Information

Micro-bioreactors provide high quality information by combining visual, chemical, and
mechanical results with precise spatial and temporal positioning. Due to optically clear
device materials, cells can be monitored visually for cell kinetics or morphology with im-
munofluorescence staining or dyes. They can also monitor biochemical outcomes on a single
or multicellular basis which include PCR-ELISA or qPCR for gene expression.[94] Microflu-
idics have been utilized for studying the disc, however, these platforms have only recently
been mechanically activated.[135] Although some tests like gene expression are destructive,
samples can still be monitored if they run in parallel and sacrificed at different time points.

Highly Customizable Study Design

Microfluidic design offers more study design customization compared to macro-bioreactors.
By using similar manufacturing processes for computer chips, instead of a single test for every
bench-top mechanical testing machine, an array of devices can be made in just the surface
area of a postage stamp. As a result, many devices can be made and tested in parallel to
create replicates for greater statistical power. The multitude of devices also enables sen-
sitivity studies across a physiological range for a given variable such as strain magnitude
(14-34%).[117]

Higher Sample Availability

Compared to the whole disc, human IVD cell donations are more frequent given the
greater prevalence of procedures that excise disc tissue: biopsies, discectomies, and spine
fusion.[237] In addition to greater sample availability, the microscale also means costs are
reduced due to less need for reagent. Made in parallel with a multitude of devices in each
batch, micro-bioreactors are cheap and dispensable.

Adapting Existing Micro-bioreactors

Micro-bioreactors have yet to be designed for the intervertebral disc, however, the more
common cardiovascular micro-bioreactors could be adapted.[201] Mechanically active micro-
bioreactors are a subset of organ-chips which typically rely on pneumatics to deliver strain on
a structure or tissue to mimic strains in the body such as the expanding of alveolar sacs.[214,
92] Mechanically active micro-bioreactors are limited for use in the disc and are limited in
use for the soft tissue in the musculoskeletal system in general (tendons, articular cartilage,
ligaments, connective tissue) which share similarities in terms of cell type, structure, and
functionality as the AF.[135] However, the designs presented in the previous section for use
in simulating other load bearing tissues like cartilage could be tuned for use in the disc. A
good example of a micro-bioreactor in one application tuned for another is the beating heart-
on-a-chip by Marsano et al. which applied tensile strain on a 3D hydrogel for modeling the
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myocardium before being converted to applying confined compression on articular cartilage-
on-a-chip Occhetta et al.[159, 139] The dual compartmentalized pneumatically controlled
device chassis remained the same for both applications while the array of hanging posts used
to contain the cell laden 3D gel was made rigid to provide full confinement of the cartilage.

2.6 Exemplar Micro-bioreactor Devices

Early mechanically active organ-chips used deformable microporous Polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS) membranes as cell substrates to apply strain uniaxially for approximating the
mechanics of thin walled tissues such as the balloon-like alveolar sacs undergoing continuous
multi-axial strains from breathing.[93, 92] More physiologically relevant biaxial strain was
then achieved by using a similar organ-chip by using vacuum-driven actuators on four sides
of the membrane instead of only two.[218] To further diversify the mechanobiological appli-
cations for this membrane-based mechanically active organ-chip Gizzi et al. accomplished
programmable multi-axial loading by independently controlling the four vacuum-driven actu-
ators surrounding the membrane which could create injury related strain concentrations.[74]

While the membrane based devices can apply strains in numerous profiles to test anything
from uniform cellular strains to irregular injury-like strains, the tissues stimulated are limited
to two dimensions, which limits applicability. In an effort to make in vitro studies more
translatable, strain complexity applied by mechanically active bioreactors needs to mimic in
vivo conditions. The following devices demonstrate various forms of applied complex strain
with design elements applicable for the disc. For a representative sample of applied complex
strain, see Figure 2.3.

Three-dimensional Unconfined Compression

In 2019, two bioreactors applying complex loads on gels were created. Using pneumatics,
Lee et al. built a microfluidic platform to apply varying magnitudes of cyclic load across
an array (5×5 separate gels) of hydrogel discs with growth plate chondrocytes.[116] The 3D
unconfined compression applied by the device resembled that of macro-bioreactors applying
compression in cells in scaffolds without the native tissue except for the precise control of
drugs and nutrients.[3] Fluid readily flowed around each disc to wash away waste, distribute
nutrients and administer drugs. Discs made of an alginate scaffold for transferring strain
to the cells were bonded to a glass plate and remained unconfined. Fluorescent imaging
enabled the measurement of strain attenuation similar to that of in vivo conditions from
device (33.8% compression) to cell (16% compression) by imaging each cell before and after
mechanical stimulus. While gene expression was not analyzed, the device was designed to
retrieve each disc for downstream analysis.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the complex micromechanical environments created by applied strain
on cell chambers in micro-bioreactors. Except for the (A) independently controlled cell
chamber which is many centimeters in width, each cell chamber is on the order of tens or
hundreds of microns tall and wide. (A) While still 2D, a PDMS membrane with indepen-
dently actuated corners represents a departure from conventional 2D stretch culture that
could be programmed to achieve more disc-like strains.[74] (B) Disc shaped cell scaffolds
are compressed on top and bottom to achieve complex strain in the interior when walls are
unconfined.[117] (C) Unlike most devices with a single strain type, this confined chamber
can be strained in tension or compression to achieve complex strain relevant for articular
cartilage or heart muscle.[159, 139] (D) Embedded within a cell chamber placed in a bulk
PDMS form that is bent, cells experience tension and compression depending on the chamber
wall. Tension and compression can be flipped if the device is bent in the opposite direction.
Complex strain similar to that applied by hoop strain is relevant for annular structures such
as the annulus fibrosus, cardiac vessels or the cervix.[142]
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Three-dimensional Confined Compression

Full confinement of the micro tissue on three sides with a rigid yet deformable fourth
side enables the cartilage-on-a-chip to apply uniform strain at hyperphysiological levels (30%
compression) on a gel.[159] However, a confined chamber alone would limit the nutrient and
metabolite transport. For this reason, undersized gaps in the walls of the cell chamber
mimic capillaries as they allow for the flow of media without the extrusion of cells. When
hyperphysiological compression is applied, cells exhibit signs of catabolism and inflammation
similar to the clinical outcomes of osteoarthritis. The design therefore can be used as a
screening tool for patients undergoing therapies. With respect to tuning the device for use
in the disc, hyperphysiological compressive loads both static and dynamic also occur in the
disc when the diseased condition amplifies strains.[48]

Three-dimensional Bulk Shear

Three pneumatic chambers were created along the length of a micro tissue made up
of chondrocytes embedded in a gel.[164] Each chamber was independently programmed to
either be pressurized or to be held under vacuum to achieve compressive strains (5-12%),
tensile strains, and a gradient of strains on the tissue. If a pressurized chamber sat adjacent
a chamber held under vacuum, bulk shear (9.8 +/- 2.9 milliradians) could also be applied
to the tissue which is common in the annulus fibrosus, especially under spinal flexion.[100]

Three-dimensional Complex Strains: Tension with Compression

In 2022, we developed and implemented the flexing AoC (presented in detail in Chapter
3) as a proof-of-concept design for mimicking complex strains measured in the AF uniformly.
Strains were applied uniformly across a large cell chamber (16 mm in length) and designed
to accommodate a wide range of strain magnitudes in both tension and compression (-19%
to 12%). Instead of the use of pneumatic actuation, complex strains were achieved through
geometrical placement within a deformable bulk PDMS device. The cell chamber was kept
near one edge of the device to keep all cells within the working distance of a standard
microscope. Device capabilities were reported in two bi-axial ratios that describe the entire
3D complex micromechanical engineered environment, which allow future comparisons. The
device satisfies the gap in applied mechanical activity capable of both tensile and compressive
strains as seen in the hoop stresses of annular tissues like the disc, cervix, and thick-walled
blood vessels.

Challenges of Micro-bioreactors

Until devices are miniaturized and made compatible with existing laboratory robotic
handling and imaging systems, the practical complexity of micro-bioreactors outlined below
remains a great barrier. As a result, throughput will continue to be a big trade-off for
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the higher complexity that enables higher quality modeling necessary for translatability to
humans.[165]

Scaffold Requirements

The required process of cell harvesting for use in micro-bioreactors separates cells from
their native extracellular matrix. Each micro-bioreactor therefore requires an engineered
scaffold that elicits the desired biological cellular response for self-assembled tissues.[14] The
transfer of strain from device to cell via the scaffold is just one of many scaffold characteris-
tics relevant to a mechanically active organ-chip. More than just strain transfer ratio there
are numerous additional considerations that affect cell response self-assembly of the tissue
and the diffusion of nutrients/cell waste when selecting a scaffold: focal adhesion site den-
sity, viscoelasticity, work-ability (on-chip linking/setting/forming/maturating techniques),
biocompatibility, type (synthetic/natural/hybrid), fiber inclusion (collagen), biodegradabil-
ity, and interstitial fluid perfusion.[21] There are several hydrogel scaffolds and techniques
that can balance mechanical properties for desired tissue strength and physiologically rele-
vant cell response (low proliferation rates and high GAG secretion), however, these scaffolds
have not been standardized.[32, 8] Micro-bioreactor design can compensate for scaffold dif-
ferences with respect to nutrient diffusion if channels are altered to increase the flow of media
resulting in improved diffusion gradients of nutrients, gases, and cell waste.[182] However,
micro-bioreactor design depends on strain transfer of hydrogels.

Imaging Requirements

To determine true mechanical stimulus on the cell despite varying scaffold characteris-
tics, strains need to measured optically on multiple scales: whole cell strains and device
strains.[116] While measuring cellular strains comes with its unique challenges given depen-
dence on time, cell orientation, cell location, cell stiffness, cytoskeleton organization, etc.
this measure could more readily compare tissue properties and the true mechanical stimulus
to the cells.[229] Alternatively, embedded microbeads could elucidate scaffold strains.[164]

Complexity from Micro Scaled Devices

Micro-bioreactors are limited to a few thousand cells per device, which is not enough
for biochemical and gene expression analysis. Several devices must be pooled for sufficient
cell counts to run assays for collagen content and gene expression with ELISA. Alternative
methods using amplification (PCR-ELISA) are possible for gene expression analysis, but they
add to the complexity of the protocol. A clean room is required for device manufacturing,
since the small scale of micro-bioreactors leaves them prone to channel clogging. [209] Once
a reusable mold is made using photolithography, devices can be manufactured inexpensively
in parallel. Parallel manufacturing increases the number of duplicates needed in case of
contaminates or manufacturing defects.
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2.7 Discussion

Between computational, in vitro, and animal, there are numerous models that can be used
to study minimally invasive therapies on intervertebral discs in the presence of mechanical
activity. However, there are few models that can replicate the three-dimensional strain
environment in the disc, including micro- and macro-bioreactors. Due to heterogeneous
tissue properties, complex mechanical stimulus is applied to cells in the disc even when a
uniform uniaxial force is applied in the case of a macro-bioreactor. Resulting nonuniform
strain distribution can be seen on strain maps at tissue and cellular scales.[47, 229] While
both micro- and macro-bioreactors can apply physiologically relevant complex strain, the
control of the microenvironment down to a single cellular level in combination with a highly
customizable platform makes micro-bioreactors more promising for studying more than just
tissue mechanics but also drug and treatment evaluation.[135]

Both micro- and macro-bioreactors are discussed with respect to their mechanical ca-
pabilities (including osmotic loading), however these platforms could also control oxygen
levels, pH, access to nutrients, as well as the presence of therapeutics. In this way, these
bioreactors of multiple scales offer control of the microenvironment otherwise not possible in
small or large animal in vivo models. While the bioreactors are less adept at modeling pain
or immune response as compared to in vivo models, they do provide control over nearly all
other relevant characteristics of disc degeneration.[146, 198]

Future Bioreactor Design Advancements

Combinations of Micro- and Macro-bioreactor Design Features

Between the in vitro micro-bioreactors and the ex vivo macro-bioreactors lies an exception
to the framework outlined in this manuscript; devices that utilize aspects of both device
classes, such as the combination of microfluidics with ex vivo discs. As one example, whole
discs from mice were placed in perfusion chambers where media for nutrients were precisely
controlled with the use of microfluidic channels.[50] Compared to the loose lamella and dead
cells in the static group, precise perfusion of nutrients in the disc-on-a-chip maintained a disc
structure of dense collagen fibers and cell viability for 21 days. Precise control of fluids past
whole organs extended the culture from days to months. Perfusion by way of microfluidics
or mesofluidics could be used to eliminate contamination, continuously elute metabolites,
and deliver drugs in either micro- or macro-bioreactors.

Our proof-of-concept tests indicate that microfluidics could also be combined with the
mechanical testing equipment used by macro-bioreactors to apply compression to whole
discs. The whole disc would be replaced by a manufacturer PDMS disc with similar size,
shape, and material properties (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio). Microfluidic channels
embedded in a bulk PDMS form could then be actuated if a mechanical tester compressed the
entire form. Disc-like material properties, including the NP and the AF, can be achieved by
altering the PDMS component ratios of cross linker and matrix.[230] The softer NP PDMS
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mix can be poured in the middle of the AF PDMS mix to achieve a disc shape with a soft
interior, a more rigid exterior, and a gradient of material properties in between. Higher and
more physiologically relevant strains could be achieved if microfluidic channels housing cells
were placed in locations within the bulk PDMS disc, representative of the AF, the NP, or
the boundary in between. Degeneration could be modeled by adding cuts in the PDMS
exterior as if internal disc disruption was present. While adjacent perfusion channels would
also experience the actuation, the design of these channels could still allow for fluid control.

Active Driven Membranes Replacing External Actuators

Nearly all micro-bioreactors operate with passive driven membranes in that the membrane
deformations within the device are driven by external stimuli by way of hydrostatic pressure,
pneumatic pressure, or by way of linkage from a motor. However, there is a new class
of materials that use active driven membranes with the use of electromechanically active
polymers, piezoelectric or smart polymers.[114] These smart polymers can deform the cell
scaffold itself or make dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) for a microfluidic device to apply
stimulus to the scaffold.[57] These DEAs controlled by cyclic voltage can apply relatively
high stress and large strains which can be effective for disease models. The use of smart
polymers to stimulate cells has long been studied for simple loading applications, however, the
technology is largely unexplored for use in micro-bioreactors that apply complex strain.[44]
Costa et al. demonstrated the use of a DEA that has promise in applying complex strains
in 3D to cells.[46]

Fast Actuation for Modeling Trauma

An alternative membrane substrate based design was created with a dielectric elastomer
actuator (DEA) capable of applying both large tensile (38%) strains and compressive strains
(12%) within the same cycle at ultra-high frequencies. High speed actuation enables the
modeling of traumatic injuries as well as degeneration from vibration, an occupational hazard
for helicopter pilots and truck drivers.[27, 53, 171, 115] Acute high speed and magnitude
impacts (30% compression in one second) to the whole human disc have been shown to cause
significant cell death, loss of GAGs, damage to aggrecan, neurite sprouting with increased
nerve growth factor and cartilage endplate cracking.[5]

Multicell Type Modeling

Healthy discs are isolated from immune and nerve cells until degeneration or an injury
disrupts the outer AF tissues and lowers the intradiscal pressure necessary for sheltering
the disc from the rest of the body.[208] A multicell type environment is then created when
neurons, immunocytes, and vascular endothelial cells enter the injured disc leading to pain,
inflammation, and matrix remodeling all of which has been modeled in mice.[197] If equipped
with multiple cell types or the byproducts of multiple cell types, micro-bioreactors could of-
fer improved translatability compared to the mouse model. For example, Moy et al. took a
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preexisting osteoarthritis joint-on-a-chip perfusion micro-bioreactor and added sensory neu-
rons to provide insight into the nervous system response during joint stimulus.[146, 125]
Meanwhile, rather than add immune host cells Hwang et al. achieved a multicell type tissue
response with the addition of products from immune cells such as pro-inflammatory cytokines
(interleukin IL-1β and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α)) important to degenerative cas-
cades.[94] The micro-bioreactor platform allows for the analysis of resulting phenotypic and
genotypic changes.

2.8 Limitations

Most applied strain considered in this review corresponds with healthy tissues. However,
hyperphysiological strains occur in degenerated or injured tissue which can more than double
peak strains.[87] In addition, the loading type can switch from tension to compression in
the AF with lost NP integrity.[232] Most bioreactors can not switch between tension and
compression and have a limitation on maximum applied strain, therefore accounting for
hyperphysiological strain greatly complicates bioreactor design.

Scaffold choice should be taken into account with respect to device design. Mechanically
active organ-chips or microfluidic devices are typically discussed with respect to the device
mechanics but not with respect to the choice of cell scaffold even though it can alter device
mechanics with respect to strain transfer to the cells.[31] Additionally, scaffold selection is
important considering not all scaffolds are compatible with the model at hand, the cells, or
device manufacturing methods.

This review is limited to experimental devices and does not include computational mod-
eling, which more readily enables the study of both the healthy and the degenerate condi-
tions. Ultimately, computational modeling should be used in tandem with bioreactors to
fill in gaps of knowledge in experimental work. One such example of an experimental gap
modeled computationally is the study of collagen fiber and tissue matrix interactions with
or without injury.[247, 151] Fibers are an important element of load bearing soft tissue that
are challenging to incorporated in scaffolds for micro-bioreactors.[66]
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Chapter 3

Design of a Flexing Organ-chip to
Model in situ Loading of the
Intervertebral Disc

Jonathan P. McKinley, Andre R. Montes, Maple N. Wang, Anuya R. Kamath, Gissell
Jimenez, Jianhua Lim, Siddharth A. Marathe, Mohammad R. K. Mofrad, and Grace D.
O’Connell

This work was published in the Journal of Biomicrofluidics. Given the interchangeability
of terms, this work uses the term mechanically active organ-chip instead of micro-bioreactor
as previously described in Chapters 1 and 2.

3.1 Abstract

The leading cause of disability of all ages worldwide is severe lower back pain. To address
this untreated epidemic, further investigation is needed into a main cause for back pain, in-
tervertebral disc degeneration. In particular, microphysiological systems modeling critical
tissues in a degenerative disc, like the annulus fibrosus (AF), are needed to investigate the
effects of complex multiaxial strains on AF cells. By replicating these mechanobiological
effects unique to the AF that are yet understood, we can advance therapies for early-stage
degeneration at the cellular level. To this end, we designed, fabricated, and collected proof-
of-concept data for a novel microphysiological device called the flexing Annulus-on-a-Chip
(AoC). We used computational models and experimental measurements to characterize the
device’s ability to mimic complex physiologically relevant strains. As a result, these strains
proved to be controllable, multi-directional, and uniformly distributed with magnitudes rang-
ing from –10 to 12% in the axial, radial, and circumferential directions which differ greatly
from applied strains possible in uniaxial devices. Furthermore, the AoC evaluated favorably
for long-term cell culture by withstanding accelerated life testing (66K cycles of 10% strain)
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and later culturing 2000 bovine AF cells without loading for more than three weeks. Addi-
tionally, after strain (3.5% strain for 75 cycles at 0.5 Hz) was applied to a monolayer of AF
cells in the AoC, a population remained adhered to the channel with spread morphology. The
AoC can also be tailored for other annular structures in the body, such as in cardiovascular
vessels, lymphatic vessels, and in the cervix.

3.2 Introduction
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Figure 3.1: (a) The AoC bent by hand to demonstrate the process of applying strain through
device deformation. Blue markings in the channel are for reference only. Scale bar: 4 mm.
(b) Schematic and dimensions of the AoC including the embedded channel. (c) Schematic
showing the process of applying strain to cells in the channel by bending while the channel
is imaged from below with an inverted microscope. (d) Schematic of vertebra and disc
with positive axial, radial, and circumferential (or hoop) directions labeled. (e) When the
posterior AF is under combined flexion, compression, and axial rotation, it assumes a state
of strain where the axial and radial strains are inversely proportional and the circumferential
strains are minimal and variable in comparison. This strain condition was replicated in the
AoC channel when the device is flexed.

Severe lower back pain is the leading cause of disability worldwide. In the United States,
lower back pain affects 70-80% of Americans [131, 228, 183] and costs $100 Billion annu-
ally; [111] yet, long-term treatment for lower back pain has been limited. [227] Of those
patients with chronic lower back pain, 40% have Internal Disc Disruption (IDD) or dam-
age to the intervertebral disc as part of early disc degeneration. [190] Thus, to address the
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back pain epidemic, further investigation is needed into IDD and related intervertebral disc
degeneration.

IDD is marked by radial fissures in the annulus fibrosus (AF) which is critical to spine
health and function. The AF constrains the nucleus pulposus (NP), increasing intradiscal
pressure, which allows the disc to withstand large compressive loads. Tears or fissures to
the AF greatly increase internal strains. With additional loading, these tears are at risk
of propagating further through the AF and triggering degenerative tissue remodeling. [232,
184, 190, 221, 12, 144, 195, 16, 239] Moderate and severe degeneration has been noted with
a decrease in disc height and water content, and increased tissue fibrosis. [156, 175] These
changes lead to even greater AF strains and annular fissures, inducing the self-perpetuating
degenerative cascade. [224, 177, 225, 90, 1, 85, 240, 195]

The cause of IDD and the degenerative cascade is not well understood due to its mul-
tifactorial etiology stemming from both genetics and lifestyle. However, studies have re-
cently pointed to cell-mediated, mechanobiological signaling as a potential initiator. [150,
64] Therefore, cell-based experiments which can model the complex strains specific to the
disc are necessary to elucidate the role of disc mechanobiology in the degenerative cascade,
thereby enabling drug development for lower back pain or tissue regeneration.

To this end, multiple 2D and 3D cell-straining studies have been conducted to characterize
differences in cell signaling between normal and degenerated AF cells. [150, 64, 145] 2D
studies impart uniaxial tensile loads on monolayers of AF cells and monitor cellular structure,
adhesion, and inflammatory response.[152, 29, 173, 1] Efforts to investigate the effects of
compressive loads in 3D microenvironments have focused on culturing AF cells in cell-laden
gels, bioreactors, or hydrostatic pressure chambers before analyzing activity due to static
or cyclic compression. [145] For each of these 2D and 3D studies, loading magnitude, type,
and frequency are controlled, but only applied uniaxially either in compression or in tension.
Microphysiological systems, or organ-chips, can model disease progression and repair. They
can also apply more complex in situ loading modalities as demonstrated with the strain
gradient generator for hydrogels created by Hsieh et al.[91] However, the miniaturization of
AF complex strains in a microphysiological system has yet to be engineered academically or
commercially, despite its relevance in disc degeneration.[199, 7, 214]

While conventional cell stretching studies offer the ability to isolate cell response from
applied strain, the applied strains have limited physiological relevance given their over sim-
plified configuration (e.g., uniaxial loading). Tissue-, or organ-culture models promise more
physiologically relevant strains, but these approaches are complex and linking the multiaxial
loading conditions to corresponding cell responses within a single tissue (e.g., AF within
disc organ culture) is challenging. Understanding the link between disc mechanics and cell
responses could allow for a more targeted strategy to address in situ disease initiation and
propagation at the cellular level. Specifically, uncovering the distinctive cellular effects be-
tween uniaxial and multiaxial loading types is important because it separates the unique
contributions from both loading modalities to mechanobiological factors that potentially
initiate the degenerative cascade. Therefore, there is a need for a more complete system
that can isolate specific cell responses to loading conditions while maintaining physiological
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relevance.
Therefore, the objective of this study is to present a microphysiological tool that can

investigate the effects of physiologically relevant stretching of AF cells in 2D and 3D cultures.
To achieve this goal, we designed, fabricated and conducted initial testing of a flexing organ-
chip that can apply either uniaxial or multiaxial stretching to AF cells secured within a single
chamber (Fig. 3.1A-C); we developed our platform to mimic loading conditions applied to
AF cells in situ by recapitulating proportional strains in the axial, radial, and circumferential
directions (Fig. 3.1D). In this proof-of-concept study, we provide preliminary experimental
and computational data to demonstrate the feasibility of our system, the flexing Annulus-
on-a-Chip (AoC).

The novelty of the AoC lies in the highly physiologically relevant 3D strain made possi-
ble by bending an embedded chamber of cells, which better matches observed in situ strains
in the AF.[214] This unique strain field integrated into a microfluidic platform satisfies an
unmet need in intervertebral disc research [135] which will enable new avenues for studying
disease progression and regeneration. In other words, by combining the capabilities of a mi-
crophysiological system with the mechanical stimulus of an animal model, the AoC impacts
intervertebral disc research by providing an improved research tool to study therapies for
disc degeneration which can not be studied to the same extent in conventional cell stretching
devices. In this manuscript, we focus on highlighting the design work, the impactful interver-
tebral disc application, and the preliminary biological study behind the novel contribution
of the device – complex loading that is physiologically relevant to the AF.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Exploded view of the experimental setup in SOLIDWORKS (overall dimen-
sions: 15 cm x 15 cm x 4.4 cm). (b) Representative image of the experimental setup. The
AoC was held between a 3D printed barrel structure and a 1 mm thick glass slide placed on
top of the microscope stage for imaging. Micropipette tips with equal volumes of cell culture
media were plugged into ports at either end of the channel. Polypropylene ‘packing’ tape
was used to connect the device to servo motor horns and apply cyclic force on the device.
As the servo horns rotated upward in tandem, the tape pulled tight, forcing the device to
conform to the 3D printed barrel structure. Scale bar: 4 mm. (c) Cross-section of the AoC
with the relevant dimensions to compute the tensile strain, ϵx, in the channel.
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3.3 Results and Discussion

AF Physiological Strain Analysis to Design the Annulus-on-a-Chip

Strains applied to the intervertebral disc are translated to the AF and NP.[232] Degen-
eration reduces internal pressure from the NP, increasing the magnitude of AF strains and
the prevalence of tears.[82, 155] When designing the AoC, we chose to replicate strains in
a degenerated posterior AF [195] because of its susceptibility to tearing and initiating IDD.
[190]

Much of the literature on AF mechanics has focused on uniaxial tissue stretching, [82,
158] which applies large tensile strains in one direction and unconstrained contractile strains
in the transverse directions due to the cell’s Poisson’s ratio. In contrast, in situ loading with
additional boundary conditions results in more complex constraints that may increase the
risk of AF tissue failure. [13, 247] For example, under combined flexion, compression, and
axial rotation, the posterior AF experiences inversely proportional tensile and contractile
strains with low and variable circumferential strains.[155, 13, 7] By considering the strains
on an ‘engineering element’ within the posterior AF we can consider different strain ratios
with respect to the orientation commonly used for the disc (e.g., Axial:Radial or Circumfer-
ential:Radial strain ratios; Fig. 3.1E). These strain ratios make it possible to translate from
whole disc loading of all types on one scale to strain on the smaller scale in the AF.

To create a target for strain orientation and proportionality for the AoC, we analyzed
results from Amin et al.[7] which evaluated axial, radial, and circumferential strains during
the cyclic application of combined flexion, compression, and axial rotation on 12 degenerated
discs (Pfirrmann Grades II-III). We integrated the contributions from each strain direction by
calculating strain ratios (axial:radial and circumferential:radial) across these discs at 20,000
cycles. The means and standard deviations were calculated from ratios of averaged strains to
provide a physiological relevant strain window for the posterior AF. Circumferential:radial
and axial:radial ratios were 0.05 ± 0.35 and -0.95 ± 1.17, respectively. The large standard
deviations compared to the mean are due to variation in circumferential strain directionality
and not from variation in axial or radial strains. Ultimately, the AoC strain ratios were
designed to fit within this physiologically relevant window by leveraging bending mechanics.

Device Design and Development

Several microfluidic devices have been developed which apply complex strains to cells that
are viewable under Brightfield microscopes.[135, 109] While these devices do not replicate
the complex strains needed for the AF, their designs were referenced in the development of
the AoC.

A device created by Hsieh et al. in 2014, for example, applies complex strains to annular
hydrogel structures using unconfined compression.[91] Concentric rings of hydrogel struc-
tures mean a gradient of complex strain is achieved. Compression is applied statically for
simplicity. In 2019, Lee et al. also used unconfined compression on hydrogel structures but
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Figure 3.3: (a) Quarter symmetrical color map of strain in the x direction (radial strain)
under maximum flexion. (b) Experimentally measured strains (open symbols) are plotted
against the beam theory estimation (solid line) and the FE model (dashed line). Based on
the model, the centroidal axis was offset from the neutral axis by 0.2 mm (difference in the
intersection at the x-axis). (c) Components of 3D strains, including radial, circumferential
(circ.), and axial strains, are plotted for the element at the midpoint of the channel as the
device is flexed from a flat starting position to a maximum angle based on the curvature of
the barrel. Tensile and compressive strains were positive and negative, respectively. Radial,
axial, and circ. strains correspond to x, y, and z strains. (d) Strains plotted along the
channel demonstrated uniformity in the strain fields applied throughout the channel. Data
is presented only for half of the channel due to symmetry. (e) Axial:radial and circumferen-
tial:radial strain ratios for the AoC were plotted along the length of the channel.

added dynamic loading to the device.[117] Arranged in an array, these hydrogel structures
are cylindrical and can receive various magnitudes of compressive strains. The same year,
another form of dynamic complex strain was developed on a cartilage-on-a-chip device by
Ochetta et al.[159] This example uses rectangular posts along a 300 micron wide culture
chamber to apply confined hyperphysiological compression. The culture chamber enables
uniformity of applied strain by minimizing gradients as compared to the unconfined struc-
tures.

Upon analysis of these existing microfluidic complex strain devices, overarching design
requirements for the AoC were established. The AoC needs a confined chamber like the
cartilage-on-a-chip but one subject to bending to accomplish uniform physiological relevant
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strain. Like previous devices, the AoC also needs to be observable at all times during loading
under a Brightfield microscope. Unlike previous devices, the AoC needs to be operational
with or without a hydrogel to enable various types of modeling. Additionally, the AoC needs
to be simple in both design and in operation to allow for the easy adoption of existing pro-
tocols performed on other microfluidic organ-chip platforms, such as running enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assays (ELISA), Western blots, or immunofluorescence imaging necessary
for future biological work.

To satisfy these design requirements, the AoC became a deformable, optically clear,
mechanically actuated organ-chip device that applies strains to cells through bending (Fig.
3.1A-C). The device was made of elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with a 300 µm x
50 µm channel created using standard soft lithography methods (further described in Device
Fabrication in Methods).

The AF consists of alternating layers of fiber-reinforced tissue called lamellae. The 300 um
channel width was chosen to approximate the width of one lamella (average lamella thickness
= 420 um +/-60 um in adults 53–76 years old).[137] The channel height (50 microns) was
selected to be several times greater than the diameter of an AF cell (∼ 20 microns). As a
result, cells have access to media and can be distributed along the channel length as they
flow unobstructed. Meanwhile, the ratio of channel width to height was kept small (6:1) to
limit the possibility of channel collapse during manufacturing and testing. FE simulations
later showed a 6% decrease in mean channel height at the chip’s maximum flexion state,
indicative of no channel collapse.

Lastly, the channel length was chosen to be the longest possible to accommodate the
greatest number of cells, minimize differences in strain along its length and fall within known
lengths for nutrient diffusion in the AF. The AF relies on diffusion of nutrients and waste
primarily through the disc’s cartilaginous endplates given limited peripheral vasculature
reaching only the outermost AF lamellae. Diffusion across the endplate alone results in a
distance of at least 7 to 8 mm [52] with greater diffusion lengths by the time AF cells at the
mid-height of the AF are reached.[156] A half channel length of 8.5 mm, or 8.5 mm from the
nearest port, falls within this physiological length for diffusion.

In total, the channel recapitulates a subunit of the AF at a much smaller scale than the
whole disc. To account for this smaller scale, in situ whole disc loading, which includes a
combination of axial and rotational loads, was converted to the multiaxial strains of different
ratios (circumferential:radial and axial:radial) to be applied on the channel.

The device applied scalable and uniform strains on the channel when it was flexed over
a rigid cylinder, or barrel structure. The design of the cylinder and device thickness were
made such that the axial, radial, and circumferential (or hoop) strains (Fig. 3.1D) were
scaled to match physiological levels for the outer AF by repositioning the location of the
channel through the thickness of the PDMS device. In this design, radial and axial strains
correspond to strains in the x and y direction, respectively (Fig. 3.1E). For proof-of-concept
testing, we kept the radius of curvature for the barrel constant and adjusted the location of
the channel in the device to match strains observed in the posterior AF of degenerated discs.
In the future, manufacturing could be simplified such that the channel location remains fixed
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while the extent of device bending dictates the applied strain.
Device flexing was achieved by powering servo motors that lift the device’s edges while

keeping the channel in the focal plane of the microscope (Fig. 3.2A-B). During device
development, the applied strain due to flexion was approximated using beam theory. Tensile
radial strain (ϵx) was approximated using the device thickness (t), barrel radius of curvature
(r), and the distance between the channel and the neutral axis (yc), which was assumed to
be equivalent to the centroidal axis (Fig. 3.2C). Thus, the applied radial strain increased
linearly by moving the channel further from the neutral axis (along the negative y-direction)
or by decreasing the radius of curvature, ρ.

ϵx =
yc
ρ

=
yc

r + t
2

Lastly, long-term device durability against cyclic loading was assessed. We applied 10%
strain at 0.5 Hz for 66K cycles to represent a week-long cell based study. Cycle count was
selected based on daily activity. Rohlmann et al. measured a daily median of 4,400 spine
movements (most often in flexion) or ∼ 30K movements each week.[181] To ensure the AoC
could withstand this week’s worth of loading cycles, an accelerated life test was performed
for more than 2X the expected weekly loading cycles (66K). Visual inspection of the AoC
following accelerated life testing showed that the device was durable enough to withstand
long-term cell-stretching studies and showed no signs of wear or fracture. The packing tape
connecting the device to plastic cylinders connected to the servo motors exhibited subtle
wear, but no signs of fracture. Servo motors and the apparatus to anchor each component
remained intact.

Comparing Measured Device Strains to in situ Physiological
Strains in the AF

To confirm that the AoC could recapitulate the complex strains within the posterior AF,
we compared measured device strain ratios to those found in Amin et al.[7] To this end,
two sets of five devices were fabricated using the first-order beam theory approximation (see
Strain Measurement of Device Channel in Methods). While the device could be designed for
higher peak strains (15-20%) as seen in other cell studies, [124, 152, 145, 29] initial device
characterization and stretching process development was limited to 5-10% strain based on
moderate to high physiological loading within the AF. [145] Measured applied strains in the
x direction were 7.4 ± 0.8% and 11.9 ± 1.5%, respectively. The relatively low standard
deviation in the strains indicated that the device fabrication and loading was repeatable and
robust.

As expected, measured strains were consistently higher than the first-order approxima-
tion. This suggested that a more comprehensive 3D computational model was needed to
describe strain fields within the device. Additionally, this model could be used to determine
axial and circumferential strains (see Finite Element Modeling and Simulation of Device in
Methods), which are difficult to measure experimentally.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Live/dead staining of an AF cell population (nearly 2000 cells/channel) after
three weeks of culture. Cell density varied throughout the channel, with the greatest number
near the media port (black circle). Scale bar = 100 um. (b) Cells with sufficient contrast
were segmented with polygon selections to compare before and during strain. Scale bar =
100 um. (c) A Brightfield image was taken after strain was applied to confirm that cells
remained attached to the channel for at least an hour after loading. Polygon selections are
included to distinguish each cell. Scale bar = 100 um.

Table 3.1: Comparison of strain ratios in the posterior AF within bone-disc-bone segments
under flexion, the AoC, and commercial uniaxial cell stretchers.

Circumferential:Radial Axial:Radial

Posterior AF 0.05 ± 0.35 [7] -0.95 ± 1.17 [7]
Annulus-on-a-Chip -0.0025 ± 0.07 -0.77 ±0.06
Uniaxial Cell Stretcher* n/a -0.55 to -0.4 [56]

*Strex Cell (Strex Inc.)

After modeling the 3D strain magnitude and orientation in the AoC, we calculated strain
ratios within the channel to compare to the ratios in posterior AF tissue from degenerated
human lumbar bone-disc-bone motion segments under flexion in situ (Table 3.1). The stan-
dard deviations within the AoC’s ratios are due to the variation along the length of the device
channel. We considered the AoC as physiologically relevant since the Circumferential:Radial
and the Axial:Radial ratios fit within the window of posterior AF ratios. Strain ratios for
a conventional PDMS uniaxial cell stretcher were included to illustrate how physiological
relevant loads cannot be achieved with a traditional cell stretching method that relies on the
Poisson’s effect of PDMS.
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Modeling Device Strains with Finite Element Simulation

While strains in the channel were measured optically in one direction (radial), a finite
element (FE) analysis was used to verify strain uniformity along the channel and assess
strains in the other two directions. FE models were also used to assess strain heterogeneity,
which can be used to alter the channel design for maximizing channel size and cell count.
We developed models of three device configurations, with target strains of 0%, 5%, and 10%
to validate our uniaxial strain measurements and establish the relationship between target
strains throughout the bending cycle. We visualized the models’ strain in the x-direction
(Fig. 3.3A), which was considered to be the ‘radial strain’ with respect to orientation in the
AF (Fig. 3.1E). Strains in the y- and z-directions correspond to axial and circumferential
strains, respectively, and are labelled accordingly.

The FE results aligned well with our one-dimensional strain measurements taken under
Brightfield microscopy (Fig. 3.3B). We then selected the ‘high strain’ model (10% target)
and varied the bending angle to achieve specific strain magnitudes within the channel. We
defined the bending angle as being the angle from beneath the device to its outer edge with
respect to the horizontal plane (Fig. 3.3C, inset). For 5% and 10% target strain, the model
informed us to apply a bending angle of 9.8◦ and 19.2◦, respectively (Fig. 3.3C). Moreover,
due to the linear relationship between strain and bending angle below 20◦, we can apply
controlled loading sequences of varying strains without varying the channel position. For
example, we can alternate between 5% and 10% strain for each consecutive cycle or provide
a 5% strain for 100 cycles before transitioning to applying a 10% strain for 100 cycles, and
so on. The applied strain began to taper at 20◦, which was due to the radius of curvature for
the 3D printed barrel. For subsequent loading sequences, we utilized results from the model
to modify the servo motor control sequence to ensure that the device applied 10% strain.

The model provided insights into strain uniformity along the channel length. We observed
a change in strain and strain ratios towards the ends of the channel (Fig. 3.3D-E). These
changes are likely due to the tendency of the device to bend into a hyperbolic paraboloid
shape, imposing a unique strain distribution that cannot be estimated with the pure beam
bending assumption. The curvature becomes more pronounced towards the edges of the
device, resulting in strain deviations at ∼ 2 mm away from the center of the device. A more
uniform strain distribution may be obtained by redesigning the device with a shorter channel
to standardize applied strain along the full length of the channel. Alternatively, the device
may be widened, and the channel length maintained to create a uniform strain distribution
while avoiding a reduction in cell population within the channel. Using the model, we can
iterate on the AoC design and achieve target cell populations and applied strain distributions
without the need for extensive lab time or fabrication.

AF Cell Selection and Culturing

Bovine AF cells were chosen for the AoC proof-of-concept testing due to accessibility
and similarities with the human AF cells.[123, 28, 156, 54, 157, 51] Static cell culture media
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was chosen instead of continuous flow to mimic AF tissue, which relies more on diffusion
of nutrients than convection given its lack of vasculature.[52] To increase the reserve of
nutrients without relying on convection, two pipette tips filled with 150 µL of media were
placed in each porthole and replaced every third day inside a cell culture hood like other
microphysiological system designs. [36]

Prior to strain experiments, we confirmed using live/dead imaging that AF cells could
sustain long-duration static culture (3-weeks; Fig. 3.4A) three times longer than required
for a typical study. The highest resolution live/dead fluorescent image was captured only on
the last day of culture to limit the stress on the cells while the sample was transferred to a
microscope in a separate facility. Cells within the channel were found to be clustered near
the ports, as expected, but also covered the remainder of the channel floor in a monolayer.
The number of living cells neared 2000 without any dead cells. However, it is possible that
dead cells were washed from the channel when the live/dead solution was added. Only a
few cells were positioned just above the monolayer by adhering to corner surfaces between
the channel floor and sidewalls. Seventy percent of manufactured devices were used in the
study; the other 30% of manufactured devices were removed from testing primarily because
of manufacturing defects, which included delamination of PDMS layers. Bubbles in the
channel, a low cell population (∼ 300 cells), and channel occlusion due to cell clumping
were other, less frequent reasons to remove devices from testing. Future work will focus on
reducing these losses.

The effects of a protein coating on cell adhesion in the channel was considered during chip
development. In the channel, fibronectin coated PDMS at various concentrations (0, 0.03,
0.06, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5 mg/mL) were compared to the plasma treated PDMS. Cell adhesion
for each treatment was determined by observing the number of cells that adhered in the
channel before spreading one hour, one day, three days, and seven days after. As far as
cell adhesion and spreading, fibronectin performed similarly to plasma treated PDMS in the
channel. While fibronectin may play an important role in cell adhesion in the presence of
excessive loading, it was eliminated from the protocol for simplicity at this stage.

We did not design the surface of the PDMS channel to include select areas for cell
attachment; thus, cells were able to multiply during the culture period. The cell population
was observed multiplying over multiple days using Brightfield images until a high confluency
was reached and maintained.

While the cell population of the current design is too low for sufficient RNA yield for
gene expression analysis, the device dimensions can be scaled to increase cell population
while maintaining similar strain profiles. The devices can also be pooled to accumulate the
required number of cells for the analysis.

Applying Cyclic Load to AF Cells in the Device

To establish the feasibility of the AoC as a platform for studying cell mechanobiology
within load-bearing tissues, we seeded the device’s microchannel with a sparse population
of bovine AF cells (100s of cells) to limit any effects of population size on cellular strain.
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While a greater cell density could be used, such that more cell-cell interactions occur, a
consistent cell density should be used between treatment groups. We allowed the cells to
proliferate for 3 days before applying cyclic loading. A strain of 3.5% at 0.5 Hz for 75 cycles
was chosen to represent low physiological loading. [204] We took Brightfield images of the
channel before loading, with applied strain, and after the cyclic loading. By processing the
Brightfield images with ImageJ, we observed cell deformity and strains in parallel (radial) and
perpendicular (circumferential) relative to the channel. Despite the lower resolution (10X
objective lens), consistent differences can be seen in annotated Brightfield images of the cells
between the strained and unstrained channel (Fig. 3.4B). However, with our initial study
looking at cells during chip deformation, we did not observe significant cell migration and
the image resolution was not sufficient to track cell deformations. However, we do think that
such a system can be used with better imaging facilities to study cell behaviors with loading.
An additional Brightfield image was taken after strain was applied to confirm that cells
remained adhered to the channel for at least an hour after loading (Fig. 3.4C). Meanwhile,
static devices were used as controls to identify changes to cell viability, migration, and
morphology due to the cell microenvironment within the chip. Cell migration was observed
without mechanical loading, which will need to be considered when measuring cell changes
under mechanical load.

Limitations

The AoC has been proven to be durable and effective at applying physiological strains
within 0-10%. However, in situ strains in the AF can be hyperphysiological (15-20% and
greater).[124, 152, 145, 29, 7] Strains in the 15-20% range are achievable on the AoC by either
decreasing the radius of curvature, ρ or the distance, yc (Fig. 3.2C). However, additional
long-term cyclic testing is needed to evaluate device durability given these higher strains.

Furthermore, to measure strains accurately, a reference and a deformed image can be
acquired using living cell fluorescent staining (e.g., live/dead or f-actin). Digital image
correlation can then convert these images to strain maps. While we detected morphological
differences in strained versus unstrained bovine AF cells, measuring these differences and
converting them to strains maps using digital image correlation remains challenging due to
low-contrast images. Ongoing work is focused on establishing high-contrast images which
would enable digital image correlation as well as automatic, live-cell segmentation.

It should also be noted, that cell access to nutrients depends on position along the length
of the channel, which may play a role in viability as well as response to loads. For this
reason, cell position will be taken into account as a possible variable in the future.

Additionally, the throughput in terms of cells and test replicates are limited. For a
higher throughput of cells per device, all dimensions can be scaled to increase the volume
and surface area of the channel while still creating a similar strain environment. For a higher
throughput of tests, multiple devices with the existing dimensions could be placed in an array
and actuated simultaneously.
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Also, while culturing cells in the current design, pipette tips acting as media reservoirs
are open to the air, which increases the possibility of contamination. To mitigate the risk
of contamination, barrier pipette tips can be used instead of traditional pipette tips to close
off the external environment while still allowing for any changes in pressure.

Lastly, while bovine AF cells were cultured in the AoC channel in a monolayer for proof
of concept, 3D cultures and therefore 3D loading conditions have yet to be explored with
bovine cells or human cells. Upcoming challenges include introducing and adhering cell-gel
constructs within the channel to the PDMS surface, and visualizing 3D strains under mi-
croscopy. A gel adds complexity as it limits the diffusion of nutrients, waste, and gas; but
this effect can be mitigated by perfusion channels. Tools and techniques exist for addressing
each of these concerns as the AoC matures in complexity and capability. Functionalization
of the PDMS surface [41, 42] can facilitate the cell-substrate adhesion and ensure proper
force transfer from the surface to the construct. Visualizing fluorescent-tagged actin within
the cells using confocal microscopy can allow for 3D strain measurements on the cells. Com-
putational modeling can predict the effects of perfusion channel dimensions and spacing on
diffusion and loading before upgrades are made to the existing proof-of-concept. This on-
going work is founded upon the present proof-of-concept study to validate the physiological
relevancy of the AoC.

3.4 Methods

Device Fabrication

Each AoC device consisted of a 17 mm-long, straight rectangular channel (300 µm by
50 µm) with circular ports on either end (0.5 mm diameter; Fig. 1B). A mylar photomask
printed at 10K dpi was created after designing the channel in AutoCAD (AUTODESK, San
Rafael). Standard single-step photolithography was used to create the master mold with a
channel comprised of SU-8 (3050) spin coated onto a four-inch silicon wafer at a thickness
of 50 microns (first 500 rpm for 10s with 300 rpm/s, then 3300rpm for 30s with 300 rpm/s,
Kayaku Advanced Materials, Westborough, MA). The SU-8 was baked for 14 minutes at 95°C
before being exposed to 160mJ/cm2 of UV (Karl Suss MA6) and baking for 4.5 minutes at
95°C. A SU-8 developer was used for 5.5 minutes to develop the partially cured SU-8 on a
lab shaker. The SU-8 was then hard baked at 200°C for 30 minutes. By replica molding
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard 184 kit, Dow Chemical, Midland, MI) at a 10:1 ratio
of base-to-crosslinker, a slab of PDMS was created with a channel featured on one side.

To achieve a desired thickness, PDMS was poured by weight onto the silicon wafers
surrounded by aluminum foil and placed atop a large, leveled hotplate. The thicknesses
of both slabs were controlled (± 0.05 mm) to dictate the position of the channel. The
PDMS layer thicknesses ranged from 0.5 to 3.5 mm, with a constant stacked thickness of 4
mm depending on the desired strain magnitude. PDMS was cured at 60°C overnight on the
hotplate before being removed with a razor blade and covered with plastic wrap until further
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processing. After punching 0.5 mm diameter ports at either end of the channel, the molded
PDMS slab was bonded to a second flat PDMS slab using oxygen plasma. Within seconds
of the oxygen plasma treatment (using 70 SCCM oxygen with 21W at 0.6 torr pressure for
30s), the PDMS slabs were pressed lightly together by hand and kept at room temperature.
Cells suspended in media, as described below, were added to the channel within 20 minutes
of bonding.

Loading Mechanism and Device Actuation

Readily available components such as Power HD 3001HB servo motors, an Arduino UNO
microcontroller, and an external 3A, 5V power supply were chosen for the loading mechanism.
These components were secured with fasteners to a base cut from aluminum with a waterjet
cutter.

The AoC device was designed to conform to a 3D printed barrel structure fastened to
the base, which was anchored to the microscope table. Polypropylene ’packing’ tape cradles
the device and connects it to servo motor horns with pin joints to flex the AoC against
the barrel structure (Fig. 3.2A-B). These pin joints can be made with simple bolts inside
plastic cylinders. As the servo horns rotate upward, the tape forces the device to conform to
the barrel structure with a radius of 10 mm (designed in SOLIDWORKS and printed with
Polylactic acid on a Creality Ender 3 Pro). When the servo horns rotate downward, the
device relaxes into a flat configuration. Throughout actuation, the device is fixed between
the 3D printed barrel and a standard 1 mm glass slide. Thus, the channel is kept at a
constant focal length from the objective lens. Frequency can be controlled between 0.5 Hz
to 2 Hz.

A FlexiForce load sensor (Tekscan, Boston, MA) was placed between the glass slide
and the device without blocking the viewing port to ensure that the applied pressure was
consistent and repeatable during installation and operation. Additionally, reference marks
on the 3D printed barrel structure were used to reliably align the device during installation
within several microns of the channel center. All loading was applied at room temperature
(22°C).

Strain Measurement of Device Channel

Experimentally, radial strain was measured by imaging the channel before and after
bending with a 10X objective lens on an Olympus CKX31 microscope. Images were ac-
quired before and after applied strain and the channel width was measured in the reference
and deformed image using an automated script (MATLAB, MathWorks Inc.). Based on
beam bending theory, we fabricated five “moderate” and five “high” strain configurations
to represent the physiological range of radial strains reported. Therefore, the moderate and
high strain groups were set to 5% and 10%, respectively. We optically tracked the motion
of the channel walls under Brightfield microscopy and used image processing to measure the
applied strain across the channel width (i.e., radial strains). Radial strains were calculated
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as engineering strain by dividing the change in channel width during loading by the initial
channel width measured in the reference configuration. To assess experimental repeatability,
thirty sequential measurements were acquired to assess changes in loading over an extended
period of time. This loading sequence was considered to be a single set, which was repeated
three times (total of 90 data points) per device to assess repeatability of measurements
acquired after uninstalling and reinstalling the AoC.

To confirm that devices could physically withstand extended loading, an accelerated life
test was conducted by cyclically loading devices (n=3) for 66K cycles. The devices and the
loading mechanism were visually inspected by eye before and after accelerated life testing
for signs of wear or crack propagation.

Finite Element Modeling and Simulation of Device

We used a Neo-Hookean constitutive model to describe the PDMS device because of its
non-linear hyperelastic stress-strain behavior. The strain-energy function was defined as:

W =
µ

2
(I1 − 3)− µ ln J +

λ

2
(ln J)2,

where I1 is the first invariant of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, µ is the
bulk modulus for small deformations, λ is the shear modulus for small deformations, and J
is the determinant of the deformation gradient tensor. [217] Material property calibration
was conducted in FEBio Studio 1.3 [133] by modeling a specimen under tension using ASTM
D412 standards and data in the literature. [106] The PDMS was calibrated to have an elastic
modulus of 1.7 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.49. The constitutive model deviated from the
experimental results by 0.2% and 3.4% relative error at the target channel strains of 5% and
10%, respectively.

Models for the AoC were created in SOLIDWORKS (Dassault Systemes) with the channel
positioned for three target strain configurations, including 0%, 5%, and 10% radial strain
based on beam theory estimations. For these configurations, the channel was placed at 0.00
mm, 0.63 mm, and 1.26 mm below the neutral axis (assumed to be identical to the centroidal
axis; Fig. 3.2C), respectively. Each of the three models were imported into FEBio Studio
and meshed with 266K first order tetrahedral elements.

For the boundary conditions, we enforced zero-displacement in the direction normal to
each symmetry plane of the chip, fixed the rigid barrel and microscope slide in place, and
defined sliding contacts between the rigid surfaces and the chip. A y-displacement of 7 mm
was applied to the end of the device using a rigid deflector, replicating the function of the
tape in a computationally stable manner. This condition forced the device’s curvature during
the test cycle, starting from when the device begins to bend until it reaches its maximum
curvature. Model-predicted device curvature was verified with the experimental setup by
overlaying images of the device in the deformed condition with the model output. Strains
(ϵ) in the x, y, and z directions corresponding to radial, axial, and circumferential strains,
respectively, were evaluated along the length of the channel. Lab-based strain measurements
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were limited to a 1.5 mm distance from the channel center, therefore model results were
compared at the same location only. A mesh convergence analysis was then conducted for
the 10% strain configuration to confirm stability of the model results within the 1.5 mm
window. The percent error between the model’s prediction and empirical measurements
was calculated. 3D strain levels were compared to native AF tissue strains to confirm
physiological relevance.

AF Cell Sourcing

Primary bovine AF cells were obtained by harvesting four discs from a single fresh oxtail
(18–24 months old) obtained from the local abattoir. The outer AF was separated from
the inner AF and removed from the disc with a scalpel.[4] Outer AF cells, which are made
up of only a single cell type, were isolated through an 11-hour digestion with collagenase
Type IV (Worthington Biochem) in serum media supplemented with buffers to maintain pH.
Isolated cells were expanded in T75 flasks with DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin (PS/AM; GIBCO, Texas). At 90% confluency, cells were passaged
using 0.05% Trypsin (CORNING, New York). Cells were transferred to the AoC devices
between passages 3 to 8.

AF Cell Culturing in the Device Channel

After bonding the PDMS slabs to create the enclosed channel, the channel was rinsed with
70% ethanol then flushed and kept filled with deionized water. Then, 2.5 µL of suspended
cell solution was pipetted into the channel at an approximate concentration of either 2 or 10
million cells/mL. DMEM media supplemented with 20% FBS was used for AoC cultures to
enhance cell proliferation. [112] The higher concentration of cells was used to evaluate the
highest cell population achievable, while the lower cell concentration (2 million cells/mL)
was used for cell segmentation with Brightfield imaging. Being careful not to introduce air
bubbles, a droplet of media was added on top of each porthole to limit evaporation in the
channel. The device with cells was then incubated in static conditions until AF cells adhered
and showed signs of spread morphology (75 minutes).

An additional 300 µL of cell culture media was split between two pipette tips and inserted
on either end of the channel to act as reservoirs (VWR 20uL LTS compatible 76323-944).
Right before the pipette tips were inserted into the portholes, several microliters of media
were pushed to the end of the tip to form a droplet that could form a fluidic connection with
the channel without introducing bubbles. Given equal volumes of media in each reservoir,
fluid in the channel remained static, which left only diffusion for nutrient and waste transport.
All devices were housed in optically clear containers within the incubator, which was kept
at 37°C and 5% CO2. Fresh media was added every third day by replacing the pipette tips
with new ones and refilling them with new media. Convection of cell media occurs if the
device is tilted for an extended period of time due to a differential in media height between
pipette tips. For this reason, the devices were held and stored flat.
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Prior to applying cyclic loading, devices which presented the following were removed
from the study: bubbles within the channel, channels with fewer than ∼ 300 cells, clumps
of cell occluding the channel, delamination of PDMS layers, or contamination. Just prior to
loading, the chip itself and loading device surfaces in contact with the chip were wiped with
70% ethanol.

AF Cell Cyclic Loading

For initial testing with the AoC, mechanical loading was performed outside an incubator
at room temperature (22°C). Devices were loaded for a total of 75 cycles with 3.5% engi-
neering strain at 0.5 Hz as a physiologically relevant proof-of-concept. For initial studies, we
chose a low level of physiological strain to ensure cell damage or detachment did not occur.
We also chose a low cycle count to limit any adverse effects on cell health due to loading at
room temperature (loading time ¡ 5 minutes, based on the average time for changing media).
Further tests are needed to better understand the impact of longer duration testing at room
temperature (i.e., > 5 minutes). However, the loading platform is small (15cm x 15cm x
4.4cm) enough that the entire device could be placed in the incubator for longer duration
testing. Pipette tips with reservoirs of media were left plugged in during loading. Brightfield
images of the cells in the channel were acquired before, during, and immediately following
loading. These images were then processed using ImageJ.

Image Processing and Preliminary Analysis

Using the lower concentration of 2 million cells/mL, cells were cultured within the channel
for cell segmentation. Brightfield images of nine cells before strain and after strain within
the channel were imported into ImageJ. Using custom polygons, we traced cells in images
acquired before, after and during stretching to demonstrate our ability to segment cells
without fluorescent markers.

Long-term in vitro Cell Viability

Cell viability was evaluated at three weeks for the long-term cell culture study using the
Live/Dead Viability/Cytotoxicity kit for mammalian cells using the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions (Live/Dead Life Technologies Corporation, Eugene, Oregon). Rather than flush the
channel, the live/dead solution was fed into the channel with gravity to minimize shear forces
using a 10µL pipette tip with 5µL of live/dead solution. After a 30-minute incubation, the
first pipette tip was removed and a second larger (20µL) pipette tip filled with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) was inserted. PBS remained in the channel throughout imaging.
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Chapter 4

Impactful Design for Pandemic
Response

In early February 2020 cases of COVID-19 were increasing rapidly for the first time on
the East Coast of the United States. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) supplies were
limited throughout the country but were especially limited for hospitals beyond the cities
in areas designated as rural by the US Census Bureau. Healthcare settings in these rural
communities couldn’t expect resupply of PPE and other disposables when bidding against
large organizations and governments in the midst of an inflated global demand without the
capacity for increased supply. It was reasonably assumed that most supplies purchased at a
state or federal level would go to the cities first, given the greater population densities.

In a desperate effort to cope with undersupply, the best available alternatives were sought
out; healthcare officials in rural settings were seen purchasing protective gear intended for
other professions, such as painters or firefighters. Upon realizing that alternative forms of
protection were not a reliable option, new strategies for extending the PPE lifespan of con-
ventionally disposable products were needed. In a brainstorming meeting with a healthcare
official, the need for decontamination was raised for all PPE but especially the most valuable
and hardest to come by in the face of the respiratory illness, N95 respirators. At this time,
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommended that N95 respirators
should only be used once per patient, per visit. However, healthcare workers were given only
a few per week.

These discussions began mid-March, design work commenced March 27th, 2020. What
began as a solo design effort grew to eighteen volunteers brought together by their desire
to shape the outcome of the pandemic in any way possible. The following chapter details
the design of equipment for safely extending stockpiles of N95 respirators. Design decisions
were based on the knowledge base of SARS-CoV-2 at the time. Because relevant information
was updated weekly or even daily, many of the sources in this chapter are online articles or
published government pamphlets instead of peer-reviewed journal articles.

Standards for properly using respirators and techniques for decontaminating respirators
were rapidly changing and continued to change well after the work in this chapter was com-
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pleted. Had this work been completed a mere six months later, design decisions would be
greatly altered. For example, had the CDC recommended in March 2020 the use of res-
pirators for the entire day instead of only for one patient or had they recommended that
respirators be placed in a cool dry place in a paper bag and left for five days, the need for
rapid design and engineering for decontamination likely would have been much less. Addi-
tionally, a different method of decontamination would have been chosen from the beginning
of the design effort had the CDC determined earlier that respirator ’decontamination’ needed
to be 4-log reduction (viruses and bacteria) or better instead of 3-log reduction or better
which is the effectiveness of the chosen Ultraviolet-C (UVC) technology.[63] Note that based
on the timing of this work the chapter uses the term decontamination as a descriptor instead
of the correct terminology bioburden reduction. With information and government recom-
mendations shifting with each new week and with supply chain shortages, rapid and agile
design strategies were necessary for impactful design.

Parts of this work were submitted to the MIT Solve competition designed for tackling
pandemic related health problems, and submitted to the Emergency Medicine Foundation’s
call for COVID-19 research. In the following chapter, the terms mask or respirator have
been used to refer to N95 respirators also known as filtering facepiece respirators (FFRs)
instead of surgical masks or face masks.

4.1 Introduction

The US Department of Health and Human services estimates that 3.5 Billion N95 respira-
tors or masks were needed in the US alone to fight an extended pandemic. However, only 1%
of those needed were expected to be available due to global supply chain limitations.[134] The
shortage of essential PPE created a market for underperforming counterfeit respirators and
sparked price gouging for approved N95 respirators (prices increased 4X in some cases).[160]
Disparities arose as N95 masks became prohibitively expensive for financially limited hospi-
tals in rural settings which serve 20% of the US population.[25] While large scale government
funded solutions for N95 respirator decontamination were erected near major cities, these
solutions were limited in range and did not address the needs of small hospitals in rural
areas.[178] The American Nursing Association found that 79% of 14,000 nurses surveyed did
not have access to proper N95 masks for preventing airborne transmission.[75] These PPE
shortages put nurses at an increased risk of contracting COVID-19 and other illnesses.

I led a team of engineers that partnered with medical providers across several states
on the East Coast to develop Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation (UVGI) decontamination
systems designed to address challenges specific to small hospitals and healthcare clinics due
to PPE disparities.[161] Direct clinical feedback after each design iteration led to a novel
open source UVC decontamination system that could handle the needs of a small healthcare
facility at low-cost (UVC Blaster Mini in Fig. 4.1 and UVC Blaster XL in Fig. 4.2). The
design was robust to supply chain issues, could ship easily, was safe, effective, and easy to use.
The details of the final design outcome rather than the many design iterations are presented
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in this chapter under Results and Discussion. Note that the design principles were similar
between the Mini and the XL, so the Mini is highlighted while the XL is only included as a
reference at several points in this chapter.

The overall UVC Blaster Mini design was based on protocols from the University of
Chicago and the University of Nebraska Medical Center. The latest design iteration pre-
sented was considered successful, having met the following key metrics determined through
research oriented collaboration with healthcare providers on the East Coast: 1) respirator
treatment time [3-12 min] 2) respirator throughput [30-170 respirators/hour] 3) respirator
dose [1 J/cm2] 4) effectiveness [99.9% reduction or 3-log reduction of pathogens].[148]

Figure 4.1: Made from readily available parts, the UVC Blaster Mini required < 4ft2 in
bench space and could process five N95 respirators in ten minutes or less. (30 N95 Respirators
/ hour) This system processes the front and back of the respirator simultaneously. A UVC
Blaster with higher capacity but greater cost was also designed.

4.2 Results and Discussion

The target setting was small to medium-sized hospitals that could not buy respirators at
the premium they were being sold for on the superheated global market. These healthcare
facilities needed low initial cost and low operating cost devices. Aided by a leading emer-
gency physician at a time when firsthand access was restricted, the nonprofit organization
Collaborative Education of Maine provided insight into the needs of frontline health workers
and healthcare providers in these underserved healthcare settings across New England. Col-
laborative Education of Maine conducted tests in simulated clinical settings to optimize the
design, calibration, and protocols and to determine key performance metrics for the UVC
Blasters. Findings from these initial tests were incorporated into early versions of UVC
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Figure 4.2: Iterative design resulted in two UVC Blasters models, depending on cost and
throughput. The UVC Blaster Mini was designed to sit on a cart or benchtop while the
UVC Blaster XL could either sit on a benchtop or be built into a temporary wall in order
to separate clean and dirty zones in a hospital.

Blaster Mini with the intention of scaling for immediate use globally. The UVC Blaster
Mini was designed to process the estimated total respirators needed per day to operate a
small hospital, based on figures from the National Center for Immunization and Respiratory
Disease. The UVC Blaster XL meanwhile was intended for medium-sized hospitals. It was
determined, that given one new or treated respirator per patient, 700 respirators per day
were needed for intensive care unit patients, general patients, outpatient health workers, and
emergency service personnel. However, its low cost and small size allowed the UVC Blaster
to be placed at the point-of-care in emergency departments, fire stations, police stations,
nursing homes, hospices, prisons, dental offices, outpatient clinics, and other high risk loca-
tions. In addition, these low-cost point-of-care devices could be placed in several locations
within a single hospital to keep a safe supply of N95 respirators close at hand in order to
avoid contamination between clinics or contamination when shipping to a central location.
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User Needs

University of Chicago and the University of Nebraska Medical Center proved the useful-
ness of the UVC to treat respirators by developing decontamination protocols. Meanwhile,
groups like Thor Labs, Mass General Hospital, and UVConcepts developed UVC decontam-
ination prototypes that built these protocols into useful devices aimed at helping specific
markets. Unlike competitors, the UVC Blaster was designed with a product-market fit for
rural and low-income communities from the beginning. Therefore, all costs were considered,
including cost of shipping, maintenance, required PPE, required space, and required person-
nel. As a result, the UVC Blaster Mini was the first hospital grade UVC decontamination
device that completely addressed all needs of small hospitals such as proper UVC dosing,
throughput, simplified training, decontamination time, and price point. The device cost less
than $5K, was capable of extending stockpiles at least 3X, and kept users safe and effective
even if they hadn’t been trained fully. Lastly, viral and bacterial inactivation was at least
99.9% (3-log reduction) effective (see Fig. 4.3).

Figure 4.3: User needs and wants were defined in collaboration with rural community health-
care workers.
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Decontamination Method Selection

After the Journal of American Medical Associations called for ideas to decontaminate
PPE, including the many models of N95 respirators, numerous research institutes got in-
volved. Duke University trialed vapor phase hydrogen peroxide respirator decontamination.
Stanford considered various methods, including the use of steam. The University of Ne-
braska Medical Center trialed the use of UVC for the same purpose on-site. Except for
Battelle’s large-scale (10,000s of respirators) off-site method of decontaminating respirators
in a shipping container with vapor phase hydrogen peroxide, all other devices remained in the
prototyping phase and were yet to get FDA approved for an Emergency Use Authorization.
While Battelle’s system was promising for city-based hospitals, the method of decontamina-
tion was not accessible in rural locations nor was a feasible to replicate given the high cost
of manufacturing and operation due to complex operating logistics. Due to the intended ru-
ral and low income/underserved community hospital use case, the decontamination method
needed to be inexpensive, easy to ship, easy to operate, and non-hazardous.

The decontamination method was selected after determining the user needs. The basic
requirement at the beginning of the pandemic was to be more effective than simply setting
aside used N95 respirators in breathable bags until the virus was less active, an uncontrol-
lable process extremely sensitive to initial viral load, storage temperature, and humidity (5-7
days, (22◦C, 40–65% humidity).[148] Other proposed methods of decontamination included
dry heat (70◦C for 60 minutes), steam (70◦C at 50-85% humidity for 60 minutes), hydro-
gen peroxide vapor (inactivates mold and bacteria present from respirator use in addition
to SARS-CoV-2), and UVC (1.0J/cm2). Each protocol maintains respirator integrity and
functionality after decontamination, except heat treatments above 100 degrees Celsius, which
alter waterproofing in some respirators and drive filtration performance down in many. Of
these methods, the level of effectiveness, the cost, and the fact it did not degrade the masks
made UVC the most promising. UVC was also selected given beneficial attributes for ru-
ral hospital settings: point-of-care, minimal cost to the operate, minimal startup cost, high
treatment speed, high user safety, ease of use, and portability for quick shipping/deploying.
s factors in addition to treatment effectiveness and wear on the respirator.

Even though UVC was known to degrade polypropylene fibers overtime, in N95 filters
and degrade the elastic band on the respirator straps, limited reuse would limit degradation.
UVC also had tradeoffs to consider depending on respirator model and respirator orientation.
Even though UVC decontaminates only by line-of-sight, internal layers of fabrics like the non-
woven polypropylene used as the filter on respirators could still be treated. These fabrics
attenuate rather than block UVC light, which means even internal layers could still be treated
for pathogens with a long enough exposure. However, twisted straps that block the light
would not be treated. In general, however, as long as a critical dose of UVC (1.0J/cm2)
was achieved, studies indicated a high effectiveness against pathogens. Testing later in the
pandemic determined that SARS-CoV-2 could be inactivated with as little as 16.9 mJ/cm2 of
UVC depending on the surface.[17]) In the end, UVC with 70% isopropanol / 30% deionized
water for shadowed surfaces such as N95 plastic release valves and respirator straps would
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be the most preferred decontamination strategy.
Protocols for UVC decontamination of N95 respirators were developed by the Univer-

sity of Nebraska and others using equipment such as the Surfacide Helios System and the
ClorDiSys UVGI Light System, however, these systems were prohibitively expensive and
were not designed specifically to treat N95 respirators.[80] UVC at 254 nm wavelength is a
leading source of decontamination for smaller applications given its preservation of respirator
function, lack of chemical residue, safety to the device user, low cost, potential high through-
put as well as its antimicrobial efficacy on N95 respirators of at least 99.9% for Influenza A
(H1N1), Avian influenza A virus (H5N1), MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, and others. For these
reasons, the CDC recommended that individual hospitals should investigate this technol-
ogy.[174, 189] The UVC decontamination chamber addresses the technological challenges of
providing safe and consistent treatment of N95 respirators. It is worth noting that UVC,
like all forms of treatment, reduces the number of pathogens on the device, but does not
eliminate them completely. For this reason, the decontamination device would be used to
supplement existing PPE reprocessing practices and would not be intended as a replacement
or modification of PPE use practices.

Device Design and Development

Our system was a new application of the previously existing low pressure UVC lamps
typically used in hospital settings for decontaminating entire rooms. The UVC lamps were
designed to convert energy into 254 nm light, as this is a wavelength found to disrupt RNA
and DNA in pathogens (see Fig. 4.9). With proper controls, exposure to UVC preserves
respirator function, lacks chemical residue, is safe for the device user, is low-cost, can be
point-of-care and can be high throughput. Having determined the method of decontami-
nation, the design efforts were then challenged by unprecedented supply chain issues. As
a result, the designs were constrained to off-the-shelf parts available at standard home im-
provement stores, except for the UVC bulbs and electronics. Just as there were shortages of
PPE, there were shortages of UVC lamps. However, the UVC Blaster was designed to limit
the required number of lamps by increasing their efficiency, described under the subsection
UVC Dose Optimization.

The UVC Blaster Mini utilized two low pressure UVC bulbs (Tropical Marine HF Pro 55
Watts HO G55T8, 894mm long, 28 mm in diameter, 253.7 nm peak UV output, 86 Volts,
9,000 hour rating) mounted with standard bulb tombstones (Leviton 660 Watt, Medium
G13 Base, Bi-Pin-Low-Profile) which could be readily sourced during a pandemic, even with
disrupted supply chains. The most difficult component to source was the electronic ballasts
(HEP SI254-58, 110 Watts) that were capable of controlling two bulbs at once. As a point-
of-care device, the UVC Blaster Mini was built for high space efficiency (8 ft by 2 ft benchtop
space) and required minimal training, minimal additional PPE, and minimal maintenance.
As the heaviest components of the device, the ballasts were concealed in a secondary chamber
at the bottom to prevent tipping. In addition, rubber bumpers (Rubber, 5/8 inch Outer
Diameter, 1/2 inch Tall) were used as feet to prevent the device from sliding.
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Instead of expensive machined parts, the UVC Blaster was made from sheet aluminum
(0.032 inch Flat Sheet, 5052-H32 48 inch X 96 inch) that could be cut by hand, laser cut
or water jetted before being bent and riveted (Aluminum Blind with Steel Mandrel, Domed
Head, 1/8” Diameter) together. While rivets were used to permanently fasten sheets of
aluminum, rivet nuts (Hilitchi 8-32, UNC Rivnut) were used to provide threads in the sheet
metal to enable service access to different compartments of the device at a later date.

The tray within the device was designed to handle more than just respirators in the event
that healthcare workers needed to treat personal items like electronics.

Design for User Safety

Designs were created to guarantee user safety and respirator treatment even in the worst
case of equipment malfunction or breach of protocol. Additionally, the design is based on
the assumption that operators have limited training. Safety warnings explaining that UVC
is a carcinogen were included on the device itself and in the user manual (see Fig. 4.4 and
Fig. 4.5).

While proper PPE such as eyewear, gloves, and total coverage of the skin was required,
the design of the device assumed PPE was not in use. This meant all gaps in the device
panels that could let UVC light out were covered in aluminum tape. Also, the bulbs were
tied to a switch (Hinge Roller Lever Microswitch, 15A, 250V) on the lid, such that only
when the lid was closed would the bulbs turn on.

The device was designed to operate using a standard wall outlet (110–240V, 6A, 50/60
Hz). A ceramic-tube fuse (10A, 250V AC), a master on/off switch (Two Position Two Ter-
minal Toggle Switch, SPST-NO, 6A), and a large red indicator light (Oil-Resistant Domed,
Panel Light with Screw Terminals, 120V AC/120V DC, Red) were included to safely shut
off the device. A box fan (DC axial ball bearing, 12V, 200 cubic feet / minute, 60 decibels,
120 × 120 × 38 mm), fan motor controller (Onyehn 12v 2A 30 Watt, DC Adjustable Motor
Speed Controller, PWM 1803BK 1803B) and a power supply (Chanzon 12V 5A 60W AC
to DC Power Supply Adapter) were built into the device to keep the chamber at a steady
temperature to extend the lifespan of the bulbs and to maintain bulb UVC output which
was dictated by temperature. A HEPA filter (MERV 13, 12 inch x 12 inch) was designed
in line with the fan to limit the transmission of any contaminates from the exhausted air to
the room housing the device. One-inch holes were created in strategic locations in the main
chamber to direct air past the bulb bases and not past the respirators.

The UVC Blaster XL was designed to be inserted into the cutout of a wall or built into a
temporary wall that divides a clean room from a contaminated zone in a clinical setting (see
Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.6). Using double drawer slides (14 inch Full Extension Side Mount, Ball
Bearing, Soft Close), the tray could be pushed entirely through the wall after treatment. For
greater simplicity, the UVC Blaster Mini had two distinct handles labeled ’clean’ and ’dirty’
to indicate which handle was (Fig. 4.6) for reloading (dirty) the device and which one was
for unloading (clean), without requiring a change of gloves. However, no mechanical system
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Figure 4.4: In addition to preventing risks through engineering design, potential risks were
displayed in the user manual as well as on the device itself.

kept the user from touching the clean handle with a dirty glove, which limits the fail-safety
value.

UVC Dose Optimization

UVC shadows can be minimized if surfaces have even partial UVC reflectance. Polished
aluminum was chosen for its high UVC reflectance among common materials that were also
easy to work with (bending, forming, and cleaning).[60] To further increase reflectivity, ex-
panded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) with near perfect UVC reflectivity (95% or better)
was placed on many inside surfaces of the chamber so that UVC light not absorbed by the
respirator would reflect off the chamber walls and hit the respirator at different angles with
minimal loss in intensity (see Fig. 4.7). In this way, most surfaces on the respirator could be
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Figure 4.5: The device was created to be safe by mechanical design instead of safe by protocol.
However, safety warnings were displayed in the user manual to add a layer of safety for the
user.

treated even if respirator straps were twisted, thus treating pathogens that could harbor in
folds and behind fibers. Additionally, the irradiance of UVC increases, meaning the overall
treatment time decreases for the desired dose.

An indicator strip was placed in each batch as a low-cost mechanism to ensure consistent
operation of the device. Failure of the indicator strip to turn from yellow to green would
indicate failure of a bulb or another mechanism in the device, like the timer, which is linked
to the bulb power supply.

Comparison to State-of-the-Art

The University of Nebraska stood out as the most promising UVC method (see Fig.
4.8, Left). But significant obstacles remained. In addition to the steep initial investment,
the protocol required a dedicated room, depended on slow batch processing, and relied on
scarce equipment that is hard to source during a pandemic. In addition, the device was only
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Figure 4.6: Design elements were included to ensure user safety and treatment effectiveness.
A clean and dirty handle on the Mini eliminated the need for additional personnel or ad-
ditional PPE to operate the device. A barrier separating a clean room from a dirty room
afford better process control.

Figure 4.7: Compared to aluminum, ePTFE was chosen as a more UVC reflective surface,
which improved chamber performance by increasing UVC intensity and UVC scattering
(Image from Porex Corportation). Treatment time was reduced, and treatment coverage
improved qualitatively.

safe by protocol rather than safe by mechanical design. The Battelle was also only safe by
protocol in that users needed to be diligent when collecting, shipping, and repositioning the
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contaminated respirators from dozens of distant facilities to avoid transmission (see Fig. 4.8,
Middle). For this reason, hazmat suits were required when handling the respirators, which
were treated as biohazardous material.

Figure 4.8: The UVC Blaster Mini compared favorably to the state-of-the-art systems of the
time with respect to metrics important for rural and low income healthcare settings. (Left)
The University of Nebraska Medicine Center paved the way for UVC use for decontaminating
respirators in hospitals, but the initial investment was too expensive. (Middle) Costs for
the Battelle hydrogen peroxide vapor system were almost entirely covered by the federal
government and could treat respirators at scale but could not treat respirators outside its
range in rural settings. (Right) In addition to the low cost, the UVC Blaster Mini was
designed to be easy to operate with built-in safety elements that could keep nearly any
healthcare worker safe even without training.

4.3 Methods

Measuring UVC Spatially and Temporarily

Irradiance values (mW/cm2) were measured in a grid pattern throughout the UVC
Blaster Mini Chamber (see UVC Blaster Mini in Fig. 4.10 and UVC Blaster XL in 4.11).
In addition to up and down, the light meter was also placed at different angles (45 degrees
to the bulb) to capture UVC light at various orientations that are relevant for the highly
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contoured shapes of the respirators. For all orientations, UVC intensity diminished around
the edges of the chamber, which indicated where PPE could not be placed. Tests were also
run with the presence of PPE to see how respirators would shade the rest of the chamber.

Distribution of dose across the respirator was observed using UVC Intensity Labels from
UVC Process Supply, Inc (Chicago) as seen in Figure 4.9. These labels were pasted in a
grid pattern across all faces of the respirator, including the respirator straps and behind the
respirator strap fixation points. After exposure, the respirators were checked qualitatively for
changes in color. While a taped section of the label remained yellow as a control, the rest of
the labels turned a dark green, indicating a dose of anywhere from 300-750 mJ/cm2 of UVC
light was applied. In this test, the UVC dose compared from one location on the respirator to
another was more important than the actual dose in any one location. Comparison of colors
indicated that shadows cast by the mesh screen (19-Gauge Galvanized Steel Hardware Cloth)
holding the respirators were negligible and did not require further research into shadowless
materials like quartz rod (similar in material to the quartz housing on the UVC bulb), which
is nearly transparent to UVC but proved too brittle for practical use. Of concern were straps
that were misplaced, which created UVC shadowing and could warrant the use of alcohol
wipes.

UVC Measurement

Prior to shipping the device to a simulated hospital setting, continuous irradiance was
measured (Sper Scientific UVC Light Meter, 850010) in the chamber. Measurements in-
dicated UVC chamber performance, but should not be used to calculate necessary time to
accumulate desired dose onsite. The Sper Scientific UVC Light Meter measures from 220 nm
to 275 nm and is calibrated at 254 nm (see Fig. 4.12). N95 respirators at the very center of
the chamber received peak irradiance across the germicidal wavelength 220-270 nm (+/- 4%
accuracy). However, irradiance varies along the length of the bulb, perpendicular to the bulb
length, and varies depending on if there are other respirators present. Given that these varia-
tions can’t be easily controlled and given the understanding that respirator performance isn’t
affected by extended exposure to UVC, the worst case irradiance values at the corners of the
chamber were used to calculate the dose or expected time to fully treat the respirators. This
worst case dose was further increased to account for changes in output during the lifespan of
the lamp, variations between lamps, and variations in output during the warm-up phase of
the lamp. As a result, the worst case time to exceed the recommended dose of 1 J/cm2 was
calculated to be 10 minutes for the UVC Blaster Mini. This dose falls orders of magnitude
short of a dose known to degrade respirator performance, in other words the respirator filter
material and the respirator straps would have to be exposed to UVC for many hours before
substantial changes of material properties and performance were noticed.[126]
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Figure 4.9: A Sper light meter was used to measure UVC intensity, while test strips were used
to measure UVC dose (intensity per time). A jig was created to move the light meter sensor
reliably to various coordinates within the chamber. Intensity was recorded in spreadsheets
as depicted in this figure. The test strips which turned green in the presence of sufficient
UVC light were pasted at various locations on the respirator including the inside, any edges,
and the straps. Dose was recorded by photographing the test strips and comparing color to
a reference shown in the top right.

Limitations

Respirator Functionality

N95 respirators come in many shapes and sizes and have variations in materials, partic-
ularly in the strap and nose piece designs. The ability to treat a variety of respirators comes
down to the operator placing them correctly in the device. The functionality of respirators
is highly dependent on the integrity of the straps. Therefore, the effectiveness of respirator
treatment is dependent on tracking how many times a respirator has been processed.[162]

Variation in UVC Measurement

Measured UVC irradiance may vary in the chamber depending on the light meter used
(see Fig. 4.12). For example, the smaller the numerical aperture the less off-angle light mea-
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Figure 4.10: A grid of irradiance values (mW/cm2) measured throughout the chamber was
faster and more reliable than simulating values.

sured, the greater the underestimation of irradiance and therefore the greater the calculated
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Figure 4.11: A grid of irradiance values (mW/cm2) for the XL model was also measured.
Besides a higher intensity, the pattern of values similar with respect to edge effects.

dosage. Sensors may also vary depending on the germicidal spectrum that is sampled, which
can have slight variations depending on the manufacturer. Expected variations between sen-
sors can be accounted for by increasing the treatment time to ensure that the proper dose
is reached.

Undesirable Smell

Healthcare workers testing the device commonly complained of a burned or toasted odor
in the device and on the respirators following treatment. A carbon layer added to the HEPA
filter had little effect on the odor. The odor was determined to be from the breakdown of
skin cells, which indicates the need to keep respirators clean and to put establish criteria for
when respirators can not be retreated.[23]

Controlling Dose

For simplicity of design, the device had a built-in timer (Intermatic SW15MWK 15-
Minute Spring Wound Timer) that would shut off the bulbs when complete. While this
system was easy to understand, it allowed for the user to set the wrong treatment duration
or allowed to alter the treatment by opening the lid, which turned off bulbs but kept the
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Figure 4.12: Relative spectral intensity by wavelength from the Sper Scientific UVC Light
Meter user manual. The crosshairs indicate the calibration point.

timer running. Ultimately, a digital timer with set treatment times are needed. In general,
fail-safe or Poka-Yoke methodology is needed to prevent, correct or draw attention to human
error during operation with design elements. As an example, these design elements might
include color coded guides for respirator placement. Further observations in a simulated
hospital setting are first needed.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Outlook

5.1 Design and Development of the

Annulus-on-a-Chip

We designed, modelled, and fabricated a flexing organ-chip, referred to as the flexing
Annulus-on-a-Chip (AoC). Our chip was designed to replicate complex loading observed in
the intervertebral disc to study annulus fibrosis (AF) mechanobiology. We also conducted
preliminary cell-based experiments to show that a population of cells could be maintained
within a confined Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) channel with limited nutrient flow.

Biological treatments to delay or prevent early onset of degeneration have been lim-
ited.[206, 40] A platform or microphysiological system which can replicate conditions of
early to moderate disc degeneration could enable rapid testing of cellular therapies. The
AoC’s design provides a mechanism to study cell responses to loading such as orientation,
gene expression, and response to drugs added to the culture media. Furthermore, the AoC
could be used to model most load bearing annular structures, such as cardiovascular vessels,
lymphatic vessels, and the cervix. The device design and loading mechanism provides a
platform for tailoring applied dynamic strains.

From the computational modeling perspective, we seek to quantify the strains at local-
ized regions within the cell monolayer encased in the channel using image processing. This
high-resolution strain data would enable us to correlate the strain distribution across the
microchannel with cell behavior such re-orientation, spreading, proliferation, or apoptosis.
Moreover, it would allow us to create descriptive computational models to investigate cell
biomechanics, including the potential to estimate cell elasticity and identify loading modal-
ities that lead to cell softening and stiffening. [38] Taken together, these experimental and
computational approaches would inform our understanding of AF cell mechanobiology and
potentially identify the initiation and development of disc degeneration. Future work will
investigate the response of human AF cells within the device, as well as 3D cell-laden con-
structs.

It is my hope that the Annulus-on-a-Chip will inspire a series of next generation cellular
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disc models that can alter the course of the growing back pain epidemic by improving the
translatability of drug development. However, the translatability of such drugs will not be
improved by a single model, instead a combination of animal models, micro-bioreactors,
macro-bioreactors, and clinical studies are needed.

5.2 Rapid Design for Pandemic Response

Engineering design played an enabling role when targeting disparities in healthcare work-
ing conditions during the pandemic. Whether in the healthcare industry or outside the in-
dustry, many felt the need to help improve working conditions at a time when many were
barred from accessing work, including graduate students who conducted wet lab experiments.
However, due to the unprecedented nature of the pandemic there was neither a playbook
nor research that could be leveraged to solve the problems at hand, there was only trial
and error. When focused on addressing the needs of healthcare workers, engineering design
provided an actionable framework to systematically generate insights by way of prototype
iteration or controlled trial and error. This design process enabled one to go from limited
knowledge to generating new knowledge in the space in just a short period of time, given
the quick pace of rapid prototyping. Without this incremental progress being possible with
engineering design, the task of bettering healthcare working conditions could have been an
intractable problem. The UVC Blaster Mini and XL prototypes presented in the last chapter
represented nearly a dozen design iterations, each with incorporated feedback from the end
users in the hospitals. A device ready for scale-up and global deployment may have taken
a dozen more iterations to hone the system, either way, the path to global impact from a
design point of view was clear. However, the CDC stated that 4-log reduction in pathogens
was required over 3-log which was the capability of UVC technology, the UVC Blasters were
obsolete overnight as a result. With these shifting government guidelines and the rapid
evolution of the pandemic in general, it became clear that engineering design alone could
only impact the world so much. Additional capability was needed by engineering PhDs to
strategize and adapt the vision that drives design.

5.3 Business Minor Specifically Designed for

Engineering PhDs

Capabilities to better understand the shifting healthcare landscape, to foster collabo-
rations, and to map a go-to-market strategy were needed not only to maximize the reach
of the engineering design work but to influence the design itself. Not until taking Lean
Tech Transfer, a course in the Haas School of Business, did I grow my understanding that
these capabilities couldn’t be gleaned from textbooks or peered reviewed journals. Instead,
it came in the form of business acumen around collecting higher quality information to es-
tablish design assumptions, talking with experts systematically to substantiate these design
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assumptions, and predicting possible changes in the decontamination landscape that could
affect design assumptions (such as the shift away from 3-log effectiveness making the UVC
Blasters obsolete) in a rapidly shifting world.

At a later time, I went on to take two additional courses in the business school titled
Entrepreneurship and Opportunity Recognition: Technology and Entrepreneurship that could
have served me as a design engineer for both the Annulus-on-a-Chip and the pandemic
response work. In many instances, I tailored my business coursework directly to my research,
which put me in the habit of calling world experts on my research topic daily to satisfy course
requirements but also to deepen my own expertise. It became apparent that my previous
complete focus on engineering coursework was both a strength and a weakness. I felt that
exposure to business coursework could translate the engineering accomplishments into real
world impact. I also felt that the business courses brought greater clarity in the end goal
of the research, which could strengthen one’s research vision and publications. Overall, the
business exposure helped me to keep the end user in mind, which is a key concept when
engineering research and medical tools.

My self-made business course experience came with many uncertainties; not knowing
which classes would be most helpful for my research, not knowing if I could even enroll after
sitting in class for weeks, and not knowing what courses would count toward my degree. I
was convinced that if knowledge of the courses was compiled, the process was formalized by
creating a business minor degree, and if professors in both colleges were on hand to support
the process, hundreds of engineering PhDs could benefit from a similar experience as mine.

I set out to prove or disprove the hypothesis that engineering PhDs wanted a business
minor by conducting surveys and interviews with the students. The following data were
collected independently by sending surveys to each UC Berkeley Engineering College PhD
student in October 2020. PhD students responded to the survey when asked: Are you
interested in a new minor in business designed specifically for PhD engineering students?
The 132 responses were almost entirely in favor of a business minor. Graphs illustrated the
extent of the support for the idea, while open-ended responses in the surveys provided ideas
for designing the business minor (see Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2).

While I worked with students, Professor Lee Fleming went to great lengths to substantiate
and champion the business minor proposal at a faculty level. After two years, the proposal
received resounding approval with the engineering faculty. Information for the business
minor for engineering PhDs can now be found hosted on the UC Berkeley Fung Institute for
Engineering Leadership website (https://funginstitute.berkeley.edu/phd-minor/).

In closing, during my time at UC Berkeley, I have discovered that the best designs and the
best experiences come from strong communities, or teams, built on the desire for personal and
communal growth. Build an empowering community, and you will have a lasting, enabling,
and rewarding experience.
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Figure 5.1: The entire Engineering PhD student body was surveyed regarding their interest
in a business minor. Favorable responses from 132 PhDs indicated that there was a need.
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Figure 5.2: Engineering PhD students interested in a business minor were spread across nu-
merous departments in the college including Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
(EECS), Mechanical Engineering (ME), Material Science Engineering (MSE), BioEngineer-
ing (BioE), Applied Science and Technology (AST), Civil and Environmental Engineering
(CEE), Industrial Engineering Operations Research (IEOR), and Nuclear Engineering (NE).
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